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4. Abstract
The expectation 10 years ago was that stem or progenitor cell research would lead us to
human myocardium regeneration that might ultimately repair or rescue injured myocardium
and ischemic damage and enhance vascular density. Since that first burst of anticipation,
however, evidence has shown that the cells hold only modest promise therapeutically and
that using them as a basis for tissue regeneration involves greater-than-expected complexity.
The likeliest mechanism underlying the effect of myocardial transplanted cells in cardiac
regeneration is paracrine signaling, involving mesenchymal stem cells known to release
growth factors, cytokines, and other small molecules. One class of cells, in addition to stem
cells, that produces a large array of paracrine factors is the apoptotic peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs). We have shown that the factors these cells produce can be
cytoprotective, anti-inflammatory, or antithrombotic and even have vasodilatory effects.
These discoveries suggest that treatment relying on cell therapy might make way for cell-free
approaches that target angiogenesis and protecting tissues subjected to ischemic injury, as
occurs with myocardial infarction (MI).
In fact, our group has shown that infusing the secretome of apoptotic PBMCs, called the
APOSEC, during acute MI results in a reduced infarct size and an increase in the measure of
left ventricle (LV) function, the ejection fraction (EF). Data are lacking, however, on the
effects such an injection might have in the chronic phase. To address this gap, we have used
percutaneous intramyocardial APOSEC injections in the late infarction phase, relying on the
same method used in regenerative cell therapy studies targeting human ischemic
cardiomyopathy (iCMP).
The primary aims of this doctoral thesis were to (1) evaluate the regenerative effect of
APOSEC in a translational model of chronic ischemic LV dysfunction and demonstrate this
effect

in

cardioprotection

and

inhibition

of

cardiac

remodeling;

(2)

explore

the

cardioprotective effect of APOSEC using gene expression analysis in iCMP; and (3) validate
the diagnostic value of a percutaneous intramyocardial navigation system that has been
used for cell-based regeneration in iCMP, comparing it to a magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) approach (cardiac MRI; cMRI) with late enhancement (cMRI+LE).
To achieve these aims, we developed a model of chronic iCMP in pigs, inducing closedchest reperfused MI and randomizing the animals at day 30 to porcine APOSEC or control
injection (medium solution), administered intramyocardially into the border zone of the MI
under three-dimensional (3D) NOGA guidance. Thirty days later (at 60 days), we performed
diagnostic NOGA to assess the viability of the myocardium and also performed cMRI+LE.
!
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For evaluation at the molecular level, we used microarray analysis to profile the gene
expression of three separate areas – the border zone of the infarct, the infarct core, and the
normal myocardium – confirming the results using quantitative real-time PCR.
Compared to controls, the APOSEC injection was associated with a decrease in infarct size,
improved cardiac index, and improved myocardial viability. We found that in areas exposed
to APOSEC, caspase-1, tumor necrosis factor, and other inflammation-related genes were
downregulated, confirming APOSEC-related downregulation of caspase genes and
upregulated myogenic factor Mefc2 by RT-PCR in pigs.
Overall, under APOSEC treatment, increased MEF2c expression and reduced caspase were
both associated with a decrease in the size of the infarct and with an improvement in cardiac
function. We also confirmed persistence of these changes in gene expression at one month
after treatment, demonstrating that the effects of this cell-free paracrine factor therapy were
long-lasting. Furthermore, we showed that the 2D NOGA unipolar voltage mapping results
significantly correlated with 3D MRI results for infarct measurement and that the mean
difference in left ventricular surface between the two was 2.82%. With the combination of
unipolar with bipolar voltage maps, the endocardial mapping was comparable to cMRI-LE for
accurately characterizing the zone of interest for intramyocardial therapy.
Thus, using a translational model of iCMP, we have demonstrated that cell-free therapy
targeting regeneration for chronic ischemic LV dysfunction can be efficacious when applied
intramyocardially via percutaneous injection, relying on 3D imaging to navigate appropriately
to the target area.
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5. Zusammenfassung
Vor einem Jahrzehnt versprach sich die Forschung von Stammzellen bzw. deren
Vorläuferzellen menschliches Myokard regenerieren um dadurch ischämisch geschädigtes
Myokard reparieren zu können sowie die Vaskularisierung verbessern zu können. Jedoch
sprechen die bis dato gesammelten Ergebnisse dafür, dass der therapeutische Erfolg
lediglich mäßig ist und in der Geweberegeneration viel komplexere Mechanismen eine Rolle
spielen als nur zell-basierte Repairmechanismen. In den letzten Jahren traten parakrine
Effekte von ins Myokard transplantierten Zellen in den Vordergrund, da diese als
wahrscheinlichste Erklärung für den kardioregenerativen Effekt der Zelltherapie gelten. Bei
mesenchymalen Stammzellen konnte gezeigt werden, dass sie eine Vielzahl an parakrinen
Substanzen

produzieren

und

die

Freisetzung

von

hunderten

verschiedenen

Wachstumsfaktoren, Zytokinen und anderen kleinen Molekülen mediieren. Unsere Gruppe
hat gezeigt, dass abgesehen von lebenden Stammzellen, auch apoptotische periphere
mononukleäre Zellen (PBMC) eine Vielfalt von parakrinen Faktoren mit regenerativen
Eigenschaften

produzieren,

mit

antithrombotischen,

vasodilatorischen,

entzündungshemmenden und zellprotektiven Effekten. Demnach könnte diese zell-freie
Therapie die bisher etablierte Zelltherapie ersetzen mit dem Ziel einer therapeutischen
Gefäßneubildung und Gewebeprotektion im Rahmen einer ischämischen Schädigung wie
beim Myokardinfarkt. Unsere Gruppe konnte in früheren Untersuchungen zeigen, dass im
Großtiermodell die intravenöse Verabreichung des Sekretoms von apoptotischen PBMC
(APOSEC) im akuten Myokardinfarkt die Infarktgröße reduzieren und die linksventrikuläre
Auswurfsfraktion (LVEF) erhöhen kann. Allerdings gab es bisher keine Daten über den Effekt
von APOSEC in der chronischen Phase nach Myokardischämie.

Daher injizierten wir

APOSEC perkutan in einer späten Phase des Myokardinfarkts intramyokardial, eine Methode
die bereits in der humanen Regenerationsmedizin zur Behandlung der ischämischen
Kardiomyopathie etabliert wurde.
Die primäre Fragestellung dieser Arbeit war es 1. Beweise für den regenerativen Effekt von
APOSEC in einem translationalen Model der chronischen linkventrikulären Dysfunktion zu
gewinnen und den kardioprotektiven Effekt von APOSEC hinsichtlich Prävention von
myokardialem adverse Remodelling zu evaluieren; 2. den kardioprotektiven Effekt von
APOSEC auf Ebene der Genexpression in ischämischer Kardiomyopathie zu untersuchen;
und 3. die diagnostische Qualität des sogenannten perkutanen intramyokardialen
Navigationssystems (NOGA), ein System, welches im Rahmen der humanen zell-basierte
Regenerationstherapien bei ischämischer Kardiomyopathie bereits klinisch zum Einsatz
kommt,

durch

Vergleich

mit

der

kardialen

Magnetresonanzuntersuchung

mit

late

enhancement (MRT+LE) zu quantifizieren.
!
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Unsere Gruppe entwickelte ein translationales Model der chronisch ischämischen
Kardiomyopathie durch Induktion eines Myokardinfarktes mit anschliessender Reperfusion
bei geschlossenem Brustkorb in Schweinen. Nach 30 Tagen wurden die Versuchstiere in
zwei Gruppen randomisiert und anschließend intramyokardial entweder APOSEC oder
physiologische Lösung in die Infarktgrenzzone durch NOGA Steuerung injiziert. Am 60. Tag
wurden sowohl eine kardiale MRT-LE als auch eine NOGA Untersuchung (zur Bestimmung
der myokardialen Viabilität) durchgeführt. Weiters wurde eine Genexpressionanalyse mittels
microarray in Gewebeproben aus der Infarktzone, der Infarktgrenzzone und dem normalem
Myokard durchgeführt und durch quantitative real-time PCR (rtPCR) bestätigt. Wir konnten
zeigen, dass die Injektion von APOSEC verglichen mit Kontrollen die Infarktgröße signifikant
reduzieren sowie den Cardiac Index und myokardiale Viabilität signifikant erhöhen konnte.
Die Analyse des Transkriptoms zeigte eine signifikante Downregulation von Caspase-1,
Tumornekrosefaktor-α und anderen pro-inflammatorischen Molekülen in den mit APOSEC
behandelten Myokardregionen. Die rtPCR-Untersuchung ergab eine höhere Expression von
Mef2c

und

eine

niedrigere

von

Caspase-1

in

APOSEC

behandelten

Tieren.

Zusammengefasst sind eine Hochregulation von Mef2c und eine Downregulation von
Caspase-1 assoziiert mit einer reduzierten Infarktgröße und verbesserten kardialen Funktion
in APOSEC-behandelten Tieren. Die veränderte Genexpression auch nach einem Monat
beweist den langanhaltenden Effekt einer zell-freien Therapie mit parakrinen Faktoren. Beim
Vergleich der diagnostischen Qualität des NOGA endokardialen Mappings mit den
Ergebnissen des MRT-LE konnten wir zeigen, dass die durch 2D NOGA bestimmte
Infarktgröße in der unipolaren Map signifikant mit den Ergebnissen des MRT-LEs korrelierte
mit einer mittleren Differenz zwischen den beiden Methoden von 2.82%. Durch Kombination
von unipolaren und bipolaren Maps, erwies sich NOGA als nützliches und genaues
Werkzeug vergleichbar mit MRT-LE um die Zielzone für eine intramyokardiale Therapie
richtig zu identifizieren.
Unsere Ergbenisse liefern Beweise für die Effektivität der zell-freien regenerativen Therapie
bei

chronischer

ischämischer

linksventrikulärer

Dysfunktion

durch

perkutane

intramyokardiale Injektion unter zu Hilfenahme des 3D Navigationssystems NOGA in einem
translationalem Modell der chronisch ischämischen Kardiomyopathie.
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1.#INTRODUCTION#
Ten years ago, the expectation arose that therapies with stem cells or progenitor cells would
aid in myocardial regeneration to rebuild injured areas of myocardium, ameliorate myocyte
damage from ischemia, and increase vascular density. By the second decade of this century,
though, this area of research has yielded only minimal successes and brought the realization
that achieving cell-based tissue regeneration promises to be far more complicated than
anticipated. In the meantime, the search for cells that will be effective has continued, with
trials given to native cardiac cells, cells from adipose tissue, or modified progenitor/stem
cells, all with the goal of increasing and retaining in the myocardium the population of cells
that engage in reparative processes. Delivery of stem cells for acute myocardial infarction
(MI, AMI) or ischemic cardiomyopathy (iCMP) has generally been attempted by intracoronary
or percutaneous intramyocardial injection, although other, less effective methods have been
tried, including surgery or injection into peripheral veins or the coronary sinus.
Trials for cardiac regeneration have been small because of the difficulty enrolling patients
within the necessary time period. For this reason, efforts have been made to perform metaanalyses of results from cell-based studies involving human cardiac cell therapies. The
results of these analyses indicate only modest effects, with an average global left ventricular
(LV) ejection fraction (EF) increase of 0.9 to 6.1%. Among the studies that have involved
long-term follow-up, half have reported that any detected benefits wane with time.
While efforts continue to maximize the benefits and administration routes of cell-based
therapy, new approaches under investigation have shifted away from cells and toward the
components involved in their paracrine effects in promoting regeneration of injured cardiac
tissue in humans.1

1.1.#Concept#of#cardiac#tissue#regeneration#
In the area of cardiovascular disease, research has led to considerable improvements since
the mid-20th century, as shown in the decreasing incidence of AMI and cardiovascular-related
mortality, adverse events, and hospitalization. Prevention approaches and invasive
(percutaneous coronary) and non-invasive (anti-thrombotic) interventions have alike
contributed to some of these declines, all targeting restoration and maintenance of functional
coronary arteries. Having innovated thus far to manage acute problems, the field of research
!

1!

!
has pivoted to address chronic disease, including heart failure, focusing on regeneration of
injured cardiac tissue following ischemia.2
Driving interest in cardiac regeneration are findings that multipotent cells of various tissue
origin can differentiate into cardiomyocytes or cells carrying surface markers of early
cardiomyocytes.3,4 Even more intriguing, transplanted hearts5,6 and myocardium bearing
ischemic injury7 appear to accumulate bone marrow (BM)-derived stem cells and stem cells
from the peripheral blood, in addition to containing mitotic myocytes. These results,
confirmed via confocal microscopy, hint at an ability of cardiac tissue to regenerate itself,
although at a low rate of cell division.8,9

1.2.#Cell>based#cardiac#tissue#regeneration#
!
1.2.1.$Cell$types$and$clinical$cardiac$regeneration$studies$
!
Almost two decades ago, the finding of early commitment cells with the ability to form
myocytes10 triggered an intensive search for regenerative cells in the cardiovascular system.
Undifferentiated myoblasts, typically existing as satellite cells, showed the ability to
differentiate into cardiac-like cardiomyocytes. Because these cells led to successful
cardiomyoplasty using cell replacement,4 research then followed involving administration of
autologous myoblasts from skeletal muscle either surgically11 or percutaneously into the
myocardium.12,13 The cells could not, however, exhibit an intrinsic contractile rhythm or
become a functional part of the surrounding myocardium; thus, they were hypothesized to
exert their reparative effects by some other action.14
In the early 2000s, Orlic et al. and Anversa et al. characterized several BM cell clusters (e.g.,
Lin-/c-kit+) capable of myogenic differentiation and expression of transcription factors, such
as myocyte enhanced factor (MEF), GATA4, and Nkx2.5.15-17 They showed that these cells
could differentiate into smooth muscle and endothelial cells in a mouse MI model (15). Later
work revealed that stem cells derived from BM (endothelial progenitors, angioblasts, CD34+
cells) also had angiogenic properties and could trigger new formation of blood vessels in the
ischemia-damaged myocardium.16 Extending these findings, the intravenous administration
of angioblasts derived from human BM into the heart in the mouse infarction model also
resulted in neovascularization and an improvement in heart function.18 In addition, immature
hematopoietic progenitor cells (side population cells that are Lin-/c-kit+/Sca-1+) also can
differentiate into a myogenic lineage.19
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The more committed BM-originated hematopoietic stem cells are multipotent cells that give
rise to the myeloid and lymphoid blood cell types, characterized by their small size and lack
of lineage marker (i.e., Lin-), but expressing c-kit, CD34+, and CD133+. This mixed
population of cells can elicit differentiation into an early stage of the myogenic lineage,
suggesting some potential to regenerate heart muscle. Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) of
BM origin and CD45+/CD34+, on the other hand, do not have this capacity and instead lead
to regeneration of endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells.3,9 The same EPCs
cocultured

with

rat

cardiomyocytes,

however,

can

differentiate

cardiomyocytes, suggesting some influence of paracrine factors.

into

functional

20,21

These results triggered the initial clinical studies of mononuclear cells (MNCs) originating
from the BM, assessing their capacity for repair in patients who had recently experienced
AMI.22 After Strauer et al.’s initial clinical studies, results were published from randomized
trials using unselected BM MNCs or EPCs (REPAIR-AMI, TOPCARE-AMI, respectively) in
patients with AMI23-30 or iCMP (TOPCARE-CHD).31
Following on these trials came efforts to improve efficacy. Studies involving specific CD34+
or CD34+/CD133+ cells of BM origin, delivered via intracoronary injection in participants with
AMI, were moderately successful (REGENT32, AMR-00133). A phase 3 trial used G-CSF–
mediated CD34+ cells (a selected population) mobilized and delivered percutaneously into
the myocardium in iCMP patients randomized to the treatment.34
Most initial investigations relied on mixed unselected populations of BM-MNCs because of a
lack of information about which cell type would be best suited (Figure 1). Most such cells are
lymphocytes, but other types can be present, including some that should be excluded from
areas of myocardial injury, such as osteoblasts, pericytes, and pre-adipocytes. In fact, in
these mixed populations, the target cell population, the hematopoietic stem cells, make up
only about 1% of BM cells, leaving the long-term success of this approach somewhat
doubtful.35
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Figure 1. Clinical trials for various human stem cell populations and subtypes,
including route of administration (from Pavo et al. JMCC 2014)1.
Given these findings, the modest clinical results with BM-MNCs, and the first reported
negative outcome trials, the search has continued for cells and techniques that might show
more promise, including mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) of BM origin, their precursors, and
cardiac-derived stem cells.
In a set of in vitro studies, Fukuda et al. demonstrated formation of myotube-like structures
by fibroblast-like mouse BM stromal cells with cardiomyogenic capacity, and these cells also
gave rise to cardiomyocytes.36 These results led to trials of intracoronary injection37! or
percutaneous intramyocardial injection of BM-derived MSCs into iCMP patients with reduced
EF. In one trial, the TAC-HFT, patients with iCMP who received BM-MNC or BM-MSC
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transendocardial injections had a significant decrease in the size of their infarcts and
improved regional function compared to placebo, but only with BM-MSCs.38 In further
promising MSC-related findings, administering adult human allogeneic MSCs (e.g., Provacel)
intravenously resulted in increased EF for patients with anterior AMI, an improved global
symptom score, and a reversed remodeling process versus results with placebo, and had a
good safety profile.39 Another study, POSEIDON (NCT01087996), also addressed MSC
efficacy, comparing human allogeneic and autologous cells administered percutaneously and
transendocardially in iCMP patients. Regarding safety, the rate of immunological reactions
was low, and remodeling was reversed, although EF did not increase significantly.40
However, in the SEED-MSC study, which included patients who had experienced AMI
recently, intracoronary delivery of autologous MSCs was well tolerated and did lead to a
moderately increased EF.41
Another mesenchymal cell type derived from the BM is the mesenchymal precursor cell,
which in turn can give rise to stromal and multipotent cells, the latter of which can
differentiate into cardiomyocytes.38,42
Several other clinical trials have tested other sources of BM-MSCs as a way to resolve the
issue of limited cell numbers. Cell types being evaluated have included adipose-derived stem
cells,43 which are under investigation in the APOLLO,44 ATHENA (NCT01556022), PRECISE
(NCT00426868), and ADVANCE (NCT01216995) trials. Other potential sources of
cardiomyogenic cells that exhibit MSC properties have been identified, including endometrial
regenerative cells, mesenchymal cells derived from menstrual blood, and those derived from
endometrium.45 These cells express surface markers such as CD29 and CD105 that suggest
MSC properties and can fire cardiomyocyte-like action potentials.
The discovery of the cardiac stem cells (CSCs)9,46,47 and cardiosphere-derived cells (CDCs)
48,49

that were positive for c-kit and clonogenic, along with being self-renewing, led to the

initiation of the two phase I trials, SCIPIO50 and CADUCEUS,51 investigating the effect of
these cells in iCMP and AMI patients. The SCIPIO results showed that intracoronary infusion
of autologous CSCs led to better LVEF in a small subset of patients,50 but CADUCEUS
yielded no effects on EF although scar dynamics and the ability of the regenerative muscle to
distend did improve.51
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1.2.2.$Controversies$in$cell6based$cardiac$repair$mechanisms$
Despite some promising pre-clinical results for the ability of stem cells to trigger regeneration,
clinical trials have been less successful following initial reports of the potential of several cell
types to differentiate into cardiac muscle–like cells.10 Those studies led to further efforts,
which yielded mixed findings and generated considerable controversy. Robbins et al., for
example, could find no examples of BM cell differentiation into cardiomyocytes; instead,
candidates such as hematopoietic cells simply matured into hematopoietic lineages.52 Martin
et al.53 similarly found no indication that human endothelial progenitor cells could differentiate
into cardiac cells under culture with rat cardiomyocytes, and yet another group, Murray et al.,
examining hematopoietic stem cells (Lin-/c-kit+), found no capacity for differentiation into
cardiac myocytes.54 With yet more disappointing results, Jacobsen et al. reported no success
mobilizing hematopoietic progenitors or differentiation into cardiomyocytes of hematopoietic
cells derived from BM.55 One proposed explanation for the expression of some cardiac
markers on transplanted cells has been that existing cardiomyocytes fuse with injected stem
cells,56,57 an idea that has been met with some skepticism.58-60
Making the transformation from a totipotent embryonic cell to a precursor of cardiac muscle
and then differentiating into a cardiomyocyte requires a stepwise, time-constrained process
of signaling, with cardiac-related transcription factors and cytokines serving as the master
switches.61,62 When stem cells are administered in the hearts of patients, they do not readily
differentiate at high rates, suggesting that some other mechanism is responsible for their
effects. One possibility is that paracrine signaling leads to the relatively modest improvement
in iCMP patients who undergo cell transplantation. Transplanted stem cells are reported to
release paracrine factors that both activate in situ cardiac progenitor and stem cells and
attract them to the site of ischemic injury, leading to a reprogramming of other cardiac cells at
the site.63,64
Also interfering with the success of therapeutic stem cell injection is the fact that most of the
cells appear to migrate out of the target tissue, away from the myocardium. Indeed,
according to Penicka et al.,65,66 within hours of administration, almost all of the cells have
made it to the liver, lung, lymph nodes, BM, and spleen (Figure 2), with only 5% and then 1%
remaining in the myocardium at 2 and 18 h following delivery.67
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Figure 2. In vitro bioluminescence imaging of tissues of a pig that received an
intracoronary delivery of porcine MSCs transfected with luciferase.
As seen in (A), at 3 h following administration, few cells remain in the myocardium (yellow
arrow) whereas many cells accumulate in (B) the pericardial space, (C) lung, (D) portal
lymph nodes, (E, H) mesenteric lymph nodes, (G) skin, and (F) BM (adopted from Gyöngyösi
et al. JACC Imaging 2010).68

1.2.3.$Recent$disappointing$results$of$cardiac$cell–based$clinical$therapies$and$meta6
analyses$
As noted, clinical trials with cell therapy have not borne out the promise of the pre-clinical
studies, in part because of unavoidable differences between the two, including open chest
AMI in animals vs reperfused AMI in humans, divergent delivery routes (percutaneous or
open chest in rodents vs intracoronary or intramyocardial in humans), cell origin
(allogeneic/heterogeneic in rodents that may be genetically modified or immune suppressed
vs autologous in people), and cell numbers relative to size.
After the first results with the surgical, direct intramyocardial delivery of myoblasts69-71 and
BM-MNCs,72 Strauer et al.22 published very promising results of clinical signs of human
cardiac repair after using an intracoronary route; however, questions have arisen around
their findings.73 Furthermore, this early enthusiasm was tempered somewhat by the first
published negative results,74,75 which led to an entirely new set of questions and shifted the
focus back from bedside to bench.
Trials of cardiac cell therapies have encountered a number of obstacles, including slow
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patient recruitment in a relevant time frame. One attempt to resolve this problem has been
collecting the available data for meta-analyses to achieve enough data points for statistical
power. In total, these analyses have processed data from 50 studies for at most 2652
patients (of whom 447 were participants in three of Strauer et al.’s highly criticized studies,
representing almost 17% of the entire pool). From the pooled data, the average EF increase
with cell therapy has been from 0.9% to 6.1%,76-89 with variability across studies in population
size, design, and method for evaluating EF. In all, little benefit of the therapy has been
reported in terms of survival or cardiovascular-related adverse events, but the largest of
these meta-analyses has cited persistent improvement in clinical endpoints and LV
function.85 In contrast, though, a recent meta-analysis that included 30 studies and 2037
patients failed to confirm LVEF increase when evaluating LV function based on cMRI
measurement.90 As is standard, both meta-analyses used published datasets, and the
included trials had significant differences from one another.
A drawback of these meta-analyses is that the studies they included may have contained
errors or even been retracted,86 and it is always possible that relevant studies were excluded
for reporting median values with non-normally distributed data sets. Another sort of metaanalysis based on individual patient data (IPD) may address this drawback by using unique
definitions and transparent data sets to analyze subgroups for features that may be
associated with cell therapy effectiveness.
The initial IPD meta-analysis was ACCRUE (Meta-Analysis of Cell-based CaRdiac studies),
which evaluated 12 randomized studies of intracoronary cell administration in patients with
recent AMI, for a total of 1252 IPDs.91 Based on the ACCRUE findings, cell therapy had no
effect on LVEF or clinical outcomes, and no predictors or patient characteristics associated
with cell therapy benefit.

Editorials addressing this article appeared in the same issue of Circulation Research,
commenting on the negative findings of the ACCRUE meta-analysis as the “ACCRUEd
evidence” of safe, but ineffective BM-derived cell therapy for cardiac repair (Figures 3 and
4).92
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Figure 3. Cell therapy was associated with no benefit in terms of major cardiovascularor cerebrovascular-related adverse events. No factors could influence this negative result
(adopted from Gyöngyösi, Pavo et al. Circ Res 2015).91

Figure 4. No benefit of cell therapy regarding changes in ejection fraction (adopted
from Gyöngyösi, Pavo et al. Circ Res 2015).91
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1.3.#Turning#from#the#concept#from#cell>based#regeneration#to#the#paracrine#
hypothesis#
1.3.1.$Secretome$of$living$cells$in$cardiac$repair$
As noted, even though some studies showed a benefit from stem cell delivery in cardiac
regeneration, only a small percentage of stem cells are delivered and retained in the heart,
and their ability even to differentiate into cardiomyocytes is limited and short-lived. The
hypothesized reason for the benefit in light of these findings is the secretion of paracrinesignaling factors from the administered cells that exert promotional effects on the
myocardium and in vasculogenesis.
This “paracrine hypothesis” seems valid, as many stem cell types secrete molecules, like
cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors, and exosomes. Several of these factors are
known to improve cardiovascular function in acute and chronic cardiac tissue injury.93-96 The
paracrine history paves the way to cardiac regeneration without cellular transplantation (cellfree therapy).97
As shown in Figure 5, the pool of cells that acts therapeutically is now thought to do so by
secreting molecules that trigger repair and regeneration, rather than by directly taking the
roles themselves.98 This proposed mechanism of repair is thought to involve several
interacting pathways that work together to reduce fibrosis, promote vascular growth and
remodeling, dampen inflammation, regulate survival of differentiated cells, and recruit and
activate in situ stem and progenitor cell populations.98

Figure 5. How the theory of stem cell benefit in heart failure has evolved (adopted from
Silvestre et al. BioMedicine 2015).98
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In keeping with this newly evolved idea about stem cell therapy, MSCs are considered
paracrine substance factories because of their ability to release of over hundreds of growth
factors, cytokines, and other small molecules (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Secretome of MSCs with potential for cardiovascular disease treatments including cardiac regeneration, neovascularization, negative cardiac remodeling, with
consequent improvement of cardiac contractility (adopted from Gnecchi et al. Nat. Med
2005).99
Gallina et al. summarized the factors secreted by MSCs and playing role in cardiac repair
(Figure 7).100
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Figure 7. Secretome of MSCs and their regenerative function (adopted from Gallina et
al.).100
The paracrine
mechanisms.101

actions

of

MSCs

promote

cardiac

regeneration

through

several

a. Survival and Cytoprotection
Akt has emerged as a central player in the ability of MSCs to promote survival of
cardiomyocytes via paracrine-mediated pathways.102 Among the paracrine factors that rat
BM-MNCs release are platelet-derived growth factor, insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1),
interleukin (IL)-1b, and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF); and hypoxia significantly
enhances the release all of these factors. BM-MNCs also suppress programmed cell death of
cardiomyocytes while preserving their contractile capacity in conditioned media.103
b. Immunomodulation/Inflammation
When injected into myocardium, adult stem cells reduce the inflammatory state by
downregulating expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-α, IL1β, IL-6, and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, all effects that rely on a paracrine
component.104 Paracrine factors released by MSCs also can directly inhibit T cell function,105
and MSCs can prevent dendritic cell maturation and function via release of IL-6 and
prostaglandin-E2.106,107 In addition, MSCs secrete IL-1 receptor antagonist, which inhibits the
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release of tumor necrosis factor-α from activated macrophages.108 Various reports have
shown that MSCs switch macrophages from the pro-inflammatory M1 phenotype to the antiinflammatory M2 phenotype in vitro as well as in vivo,109-111 presumably through secreted
factors such as IGF-1112 and IL-10.113
c. Cardiomyocyte Proliferation
Mechanisms for cardiomyocyte proliferation are generally either absent or inactive in the
adult mammalian heart; however, recent research has uncovered many MSC paracrine
factors that may mediate cardiomyocyte proliferation. Fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-2, for
example, promotes cardiomyocyte proliferation in vitro via PKCε.114 Platelet-derived growth
factor increases the proliferation of cardiomyocytes via Akt activation and inactivation of
GSK-3β.115 Neuregulin-1, a member of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) family, stimulates
DNA synthesis in both neonatal and adult cardiomyocytes through its specific receptor
ErbB4.116,117 Finally, the delivery of neuregulin-1 into adult mice by injection encourages
regeneration after MI.117

d. Cardiac Remodeling
Cardiac remodeling is mediated by a significant change in the extracellular matrix (ECM)
including fibrosis, cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, and changes in ventricular dimension and
function. A main goal of regenerative therapy would be to alter the ECM and prevent postinfarction remodeling. Stem cells express many molecules that control the ECM, such as
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), serine proteases, and serine protease inhibitors,
suggesting that transplanted MSCs may prevent fibrosis through a paracrine action.118 MSC
transplantation inhibits the expression of collagen-1 and collagen-III as well as the tissue
inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1, which are linked to remodeling and overexpressed following
MI.119

e. Metabolism and Contractility
Ischemic injury modifies cardiac metabolism with a shift from the typical fatty acid oxidation
to glucose uptake and a move to lactate production.120 In a rat MI model, Akt overexpression
significantly augments the capability of MSCs to inhibit alterations in metabolism, sparing
phosphocreatine stores and restraining glucose uptake.121 Conditioned media from BMMNCs preserves fractional shortening and maximal rate of relengthening of adult rat
ventricular cardiomyocytes in culture.103 The release of inotropic paracrine factors is most
presumably amplified by hypoxia, but the identity of these factors is currently unknown.
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f. Neovascularization
Delivery of MSCs to an occluded coronary vessel triggers an increase in capillary
density,122,123 which is also seen with administration of BM-MNCs to ischemic myocardium,
along with improved local blood flow.124 Paracrine factor release from transplanted adult stem
cells includes factors that promote angiogenesis such as basic FGF, angiopoietin, VEGF,
and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF).123,125 As evidence of VEGF’s critical role as an
angiogenesis-promoting paracrine factor, ablation of its gene results in a significantly
reduced capacity of MSCs to effect recovery of function in heart injury.126 The relevance of
these findings is somewhat tempered by the fact that antibody interference with VEGF and
FGF has only a limited inhibitory effect, suggesting that MSCs may have pathways or
beneficial factors that complement or compensate for one another.
g. Resident Stem Cell Activation
The myocardium encloses many resident stem cells, which are characterized by several
markers including c-Kit and Sca-1. The most intensively investigated resident stem cell of the
heart is the c-Kit cardiac progenitor cell (CPC). These CPCs are supposed to be capable of
supporting regeneration via mobilization into the injured tissue and differentiation into mature
cardiac cells. In patients with heart failure following MI, delivery of c-Kit+ autologous CPCs
via intracoronary injection is reported to decrease infarct size and boost ventricular systolic
function.127,128 Yet, in all of these studies, it was obvious that donor c-Kit+ cell differentiation
into mature cardiac cells, such as cardiomyocytes, was too limited to explain the functional
benefits. As noted, paracrine factors might be involved, and indeed, recent work has
suggested that such factors from adult stem cells may significantly enhance the ability of
local c-Kit+ CSCs to differentiate into cardiomyocytes. Furthermore, application of
conditioned medium that has been derived using MSCs leads to both proliferation and
differentiation of CPCs. The growth factor IGF-1, a paracrine factor released by MSCs,
promotes resident stem cell mobilization129 and commitment to the cardiac lineage.130,131

In addition, oligonucleotides recently have been proposed to have role in cardiac
regeneration. Regenerative miRNAs and other non-coding RNAs might be mediators of
paracrine effects in cardiac repair (Figure 8). MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are post-transcriptional
regulators of expression of different genes and consist of approximately 22 nucleotides. They
are also expressed in cardiovascular organ tissues and involved in several cellular
mechanisms

of

cardiovascular

diseases,

such

as

cardiac

hypertrophy,

MI,

and

arrhythmias.132,133 MiRNAs play a role in cardiac developmental biology, stem cell
differentiation,
remodeling.
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processes,
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Several miRNAs are dysregulated in the acute and chronic phases of MI
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and have discriminatory diagnostic value.136,137

Figure 8. Summary of miRNAs in cardiovascular repair mechanisms mediated by
MSCs (adopted from Wen et al. 2011).132
Additionally, other oligonucleotides, such as long noncoding mRNAs, also play a role in the
cardiovascular system (Figure 9).138

Figure 9. Role of circulating miRNAs and long noncoding RNAs in cardiovascular
diseases (adopted from Greco et al. 2015).138
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Pinpointing the cellular source of these beneficial factors has been another question to
resolve, and evidence is growing that some of them may be packaged into extracellular
membrane vesicles (EVs) such a exosomes and microparticles (MPs). All cell types secrete
both, and both appear to be present in all biological fluids and cell culture media. The stored
material, including miRNAs, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids, are transferrable to target
cells, allowing the producing cell to affect the functions of these other cells and regulate
endogenous cell populations. Evidence supports the function of EVs in the benefits of cell
therapy, including repair following MI139 and, most crucially, that using EVs alone comes
close to re-creating the beneficial effects of whole cell transplantation. What remains to be
pinned down are the precise molecules involved and whether or not they must interact
complementarily as delivered in the vesicle or can exert effects as single molecules.
A summary of paracrine factors used in clinical trials and their main results are listed in
Figure 10. The stromal cell–derived factor-1 (SDF-1) was the first molecule to be regarded as
a paracrine factor, recruiting progenitor cells expressing the homing receptor of CXCR4,
which leads them to wander to the peri-infarcted area when sensing the chemotactic stimulus
of SDF-1.140

Figure 10. Summary of paracrine factors used in clinical trials (adopted from Lui et
al.).141
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Recently, several emerging concepts of the paracrine mechanism have been proposed101:
(1) Paracrine factors released by stem cells influence adjacent and distant cells differentially
by their concentration gradients, thus creating a tissue microenvironment; (2) paracrine
factors have pleiotropic actions on different cells and multiple mechanisms; and (3) paracrine
factors can exert temporal and spatial effects on cardiac repair and regenerative events.

1.3.2.$Secretome$of$apoptotic$cells$in$cardiac$repair$
Apoptotic peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) also can have beneficial effects on
myocardial function, similar to those seen with living stem cells.142-144 As with the latter,
paracrine factors are hypothesized to be the effectors, acting by limiting inflammation,
enhancing angiogenesis, protecting resident myocytes and promoting their cell cycle reentry, boosting cardiac cell metabolism and contractility, stimulating humoral activity, and
recruiting endogenous stem cells.96,142,145
The viability rate of the cells applied in clinical trials is about 75 to 95%.28,146,147 Accordingly,
about 5-25% of the cells are dead or apoptotic at the time of cell delivery.146 Another
proportion of the cells is going to be apoptotic in the ischemic myocardium because of the
lack of oxygen or nutritive substances and the effect of cytotoxic molecules in the necrotic
environment.148 Necrotic cells release inflammatory mediators, such as heat-shock proteins
or Toll-like receptor-4, amplifying local inflammation. In contrast with necrotic cells, apoptotic
cells mitigate the inflammation. Endocytosis of apoptotic cells by macrophages triggers
release of anti-inflammatory mediators, such as IL-10 or transforming growth factor-beta.146
Other candidate mechanisms may be inhibiting the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6, tumor
necrosis factor-alpha, or IL-1b. All of these local processes lead to acceleration of the
inflammatory tissue resolution. In addition, apoptosis triggers the activation of immature
dendritic cells (also found in myocardium), which further enhances the anti-inflammatory
processes by upregulation of anti-inflammatory molecules and downregulation of other proinflammatory cytokines.149 The local inflammatory cells also undergo apoptosis, multiplying
the apoptotic signal intensity. In contrast with the necrotic core of the infarction, the border
zone consists of many viable cells with reduced energy metabolism and of apoptotic cells.
Cell delivery in this area is of particular importance as the injected cells become locally
apoptotic, amplifying the apoptotic response (Figure 11).146
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Figure 11. The dying cell hypothesis (adopted from Thum et al. 2005).146
Furthermore, treatment of the isolated mouse heart subjected to ischemia/reperfusion with
exosome leads to preservation of LV contractility via increased ATP, NADH, phosphorylated
Akt, and phosphorylated GSK-3β and decreased oxidative stress and phosphorylated cJNK.150

1.3.3.$Paracrine$regenerative$effect$of$the$secretome$of$apoptotic$peripheral$blood$
mononuclear$cells$(APOSEC)$

1.3.3.a. Mechanisms of action of APOSEC
Having shown that apoptotic PBMCs promote regeneration in spinal cord injury, the heart,
and wound healing,151-159 Ankersmit et al. turned to these cells as a way to reprogram the
inflammatory response and neo-angiogenesis following AMI, both of which are critical to
post-AMI remodeling. They hypothesized that paracrine factors from apoptotic PBMCs might
recruit c-kit+ EPCs from the BM to the site of damage.159 They first irradiated PBMCs to
induce apoptosis, confirmed their identity, and then injected them intravenously into a rat MI
model. As controls, these authors used non-irradiated PBMCs and cell-free medium. To
assess the immunomodulatory potential of apoptotic cells, this group stimulated the
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irradiated PBMCs with lipopolysaccharide (LPS), following by RNA analysis and testing in
human fibroblast culture (Figure 12).

Figure 12. PBMC response to irradiation. (a) Per FACS analysis, irradiation induced
apoptosis in human PBMCs with increased Annexin V expression over 48 h (n = 4). Necrosis
was defined by high PI-positive staining. (b) Dose-dependent reduced secretion of proinflammatory IL-1β with co-incubation of LPS-stimulated PBMCs or monocytes and irradiated
apoptotic autologous PBMCs (n = 4). (c) IL-6 secretion of LPS-stimulated PBMCs and
monocytes in the presence of IA-PBMC (n = 4). (d) Decreased T cell proliferation (counts per
minute (cpm), n = 3) following addition of autologous IA-PBMCs in a mixed lymphocyte
reaction with LPS stimulation. (e) RNA expression analysis (RT-PCR) of VEGF, IL-8/CXCL8,
!
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MMP9 transcripts; upregulation of IL-8/CXCL8 and MMP9 in irradiated PBMCs after a culture
period of 24 h (n = 6). (f) ELISA of VEGF, IL-8/CXCL8, MMP9; MMP9 is seen predominantly
in cell lysates, whereas VEGF and IL-8/CXCL8 protein secretion differences look similar in
viable cells and IA-PBMCs (n = 7). (g) Human fibroblasts, incubated with supernatants from
cultures of viable cells or IA-PBMCs, showing strong VEGF, IL-8/CXCL8, and MMP9
upregulation (RT-PCR); peak values were from fibroblasts incubated in IA-PBMC
supernatants (n = 6) (adopted from Ankersmit Eur J Clin Invest-2009).159
When irradiated or viable PBMCs or medium were administered to the rat MI model, more
cells in the infarcted area stained positive for VEGF and c-kit, but histological analysis of
hearts explanted 6 weeks post-MI showed less dilatation and less scar tissue formation in
cell-treated animals. However, irradiated cells were associated with the least extension of
scar tissue (5·8 ± 2·0%, mean ± SEM) vs medium (24·95 ± 3·6%) and viable PBMCs
(14·3 ± 1·3%) (Figure 13).159

Figure 13. Comparison of the effect of irradiated vs viable PBMCs in a rat MI model.
Ischemic rat hearts (Elastica van Gieson staining), explanted 6 weeks post-MI induction: (a)
medium injection only, hearts appear more dilated, with a greater extent of fibrosis (green
indicates infarcted myocardium); (b) reduced scar extension with injection of viable cells; (c)
fewer signs of dilatation and least extent of scar tissue following injection of irradiated
PBMCs (adopted from Ankersmit Eur J Clin Invest-2009).159
Further evaluation of the secretome of the living and apoptotic PBMCs showed that several
regenerative factors secreted by the apoptotic cells were present in higher amounts
compared to the secretome of living PBMCs (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Content of secretomes of living and apoptotic PBMCs (adopted from
Lichtenauer BRC-2011).158
For further analysis of the biologically active components of APOSEC, the transcriptome and
different fractions of the supernatants of human PBMCs after irradiation were assessed by
Beer et al., with results suggesting several mechanisms in organ tissue regeneration.160,161
Gene expression analysis was conducted with whole human genome oligo microarrays in
PBMCs after 2, 4, and 20 h of cultivation following irradiation and compared with the nonirradiated transcriptome. Figure 15 shows two heatmaps for 525 (non-irradiated) and 1099
(irradiated PBMC) genes, respectively, that had a minimum fold-change upregulation <2.0
over baseline at two or more of the three time points. A total of 167 transcripts encoded
proteins actively secreted by non-irradiated cells and 213 secreted by irradiated PBMCs.
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Figure 15. Effects on PBMC transcriptome of irradiation at 2, 4, and 20 h of cultivation.
Venn diagrams: numbers of transcripts upregulated with >2-fold expression changes above
baseline after cell separation for (a) non-irradiated and (d) irradiated PBMCs. Heatmaps: (b)
non-irradiated and (c) irradiated PBMCs, with expression most prominent at 20 h postcultivation. Green = downregulated; red = upregulated; n = 4 per time point (adopted from
Beer SciRep-2015).161
The 20-h time point showed the highest expression change in irradiated PBMCs, with
expression appearing to shift from proteins related to metabolic processes before irradiation
to regeneration after irradiation, including proteins related to angiogenesis, wound healing,
and leukocyte trafficking.
ELISA of supernatant protein content following the 20-h time point showed that compared to
viable PBMCs, irradiated PBMCs had higher concentrations of thrombospondin, CXCL13,
neuropilin, and angiogenin but that concentrations of adrenomedullin, PDGF-AB, PDGF-BB,
and C3 were similar between the two. Versus viable cells, lipids from the supernatant of
irradiated cells had greater concentrations of oxidized lipid products in the CM and of
triglycerides, phospholipids, cholesterol, free fatty acids, cholesterol sulfate, and cholesterol
esters but similar concentrations of non-oxidized precursor phospholipids. Both cell
populations had large nuclei and scanty cytoplasm on electron microscopy, but irradiated
cells were notable for disintegrating cell membrane and more intercellular debris, both
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suggesting that MPs were being released from the plasma (Figure 16). Annexin V staining
and detection of MPs with FACS analysis, relying on SSC/FL1 characteristics, showed that
the irradiated cells had released MPs with diameters between 0.2 and 0.5 µm (Figure 16).

Figure 16. The effect of ionizing radiation on microparticle release. Non-irradiated (a, c,
e, left) and irradiated (b, d, e, right) PBMCs were cultured for 20 h and analyzed by electron
microscopy and FACS. (a) Non-irradiated cell with largely intact PM, nucleus, and minor PM
shedding. Scale bar = 2.5 µm. (b) Irradiated cell with shrinking, PM fragmentation, chromatin
condensation. (c, d) (e) FACS quantification of the absolute number of MPs released from
PBMCs (adopted from Beer SciRep-2015).161
Exosomes also were isolated from the culture medium of irradiated and non-irradiated cells
at 20 h of culture using ultracentrifugation. Exosome count in supernatant from irradiated
PBMCs (15*105 exosomes/105cell) was 3-fold that of non-irradiated PBMCs (6*105
exosomes/105cell). Irradiated cells also had a higher exosome protein content based on 2D
gel electrophoresis results.
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In vitro assays proved the biological effects of distinct components of the supernatant.
CXCL1 and CXCL8 expression was increased in human fibroblast cultures in response to
stimulation with total supernatant of irradiated and non-irradiated PBMCs and with isolated
exosomes. In primary human keratinocyte cultures, the total supernatant and the protein
fraction of irradiated PBMCs led to a significantly stronger induction of gene expression than
those of non-irradiated samples.

The time-dependent analysis of the transcriptome of mRNA and miRNA after high-dose
irradiation of PBMCs revealed that at 4 h after irradiation, the apoptotic and p53 signaling
pathways were dominant, while other apoptosis-related cellular processes were seen to
predominate at 20 h post-irradiation. In the late phase after irradiation, 177 miRNAs were
significantly up- or downregulated, with a significant negative correlation with target gene
mRNA expression (Figure 17).160 The identified miRNAs have roles in regulating pathways
involved in the radiation response, such as the apoptotic pathway, and in MAPK signaling,
interactions among cytokines, and endocytosis.

Figure 17. Proteins that are upregulated with radiation exposure. Membrane array from
cell lysates of 106 non-irradiated (A) or irradiated (B) human PBMCs at 20 h post exposure to
!
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ionizing radiation. (C) Protein list; (D) average pixel intensities (adopted from Beer BMC
Genomics-2014).160
In an AMI pig model in which experimental and viral-cleared, GMP (good manufacturing
practice)-compliant supernatant were evaluated by injection 45 min after ischemia onset,
both treatments led to improved cardiac output and smaller areas of infarct versus controls at
30 days.
Overall, these results show that irradiation of cells triggers alterations in the human PBMC
secretome, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Compared to non-irradiated cells, irradiated
PBMCs release more oxidized phospholipids, extracellular vesicles, and proteins that
promote angiogenesis. Based on results from in vitro studies with human keratinocytes and
fibroblasts, the protein and exosome fractions contain the factors that are biologically active
in APOSECs. This evidence base opens the way to further exploration and development of
regenerative cell-free therapies.

1.3.3.b. Cardiac regenerative effect of APOSEC in rodents and pigs with acute MI
The first experiments of Ankersmit et al. using irradiated PBMCs for the treatment of rat AMI
showed that the cell suspension of stressed PBMCs significantly reduced the infarct size and
increased the LVEF as compared with viable PBMCs.159 Irradiated PBMCs enhanced the
secretion of pro-angiogenic MMP9 and IL-8 and facilitated the homing of reparative FLK+/ckit+ progenitor cells in the infarction zone.159 The main mechanism suggested was the
paracrine effect exerted by the enhanced release of cytokines by the apoptotic cells.
As a next step, the irradiated or non-stressed PBMCs were discarded, and only the soluble
factors of the cell culture medium of the irradiated and control PBMCs were used. The
Ankersmit group published the first evidence of a regenerative effect of the cell-free medium
of the irradiated PBMCs, called APOSEC, the secretome of the irradiated PBMCs.
Lichtenauer et al. demonstrated the cytoprotective effect of the APOSEC first under in vitro
conditions in human cardiomyocyte cell culture, followed by the first in vivo proof of concept
in rat AMI.157
When human cardiac myocytes were incubated with APOSEC, they secreted survival
factors, such as AKT, Erk1/2, p38, and MAPK; these factors are members of the myocardial
salvage RISK pathway during ischemia/reperfusion injury. Additionally, the anti-apoptotic Bcl2 and BAG1 were upregulated 24 h after the co-culture with APOSEC (Figure 18).157
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Figure 18. Time-dependent induction of release of cytoprotective substances of
human cardiomyocytes after co-culture with APOSEC (adopted from Lichtenauer-BRC2011b).157

Furthermore, in the closed-chest reperfused MI translational pig model, APOSEC was
infused intravenously at minute 40 of coronary occlusion, resulting in a significantly increased
LVEF one month after the infarction. Because of the closed-chest and intravenous infusion,
the MI pig model is as close as possible to representing primary percutaneous coronary
intervention in the clinic, with a 90-minute closure of the mid-left anterior descending
coronary artery, followed by reperfusion (Figure 19).157
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Figure 19. Administration of APOSEC in acute MI phase in a pig model representing
closed-chest reperfusion (adopted from Lichtenauer-BRC-2011b).157
As a mechanism of action, several possible basic processes were suggested and
demonstrated:
First, as also previously mentioned, the cytoprotective and anti-inflammatory effect of
APOSEC was demonstrated.157
Second, intravenous infusion of APOSEC in the 40th min of the coronary occlusion resulted in
a decrease in microvascular obstruction, confirmed by cMRI with late enhancement (Figure
20).156

Figure 20. Decrease in microvascular obstruction (MVO) after administration of
APOSEC in the acute phase of MI (Hoetzenecker-BRC-2012).156
Cardiac MRI with late enhancement showed hypoenhanced areas in late-enhanced images.
Corrected TIMI frame count and myocardial blush grade confirmed the better macro- and
microvascular-related tissue perfusion.
Third, APOSEC inhibited platelet activation, as a significantly lower amount of platelet
activation markers, such as P-selectin, TSP-1, PF-4, and CD40L were detected in the pigs at
different time points after AMI induction (Figure 21).156
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Figure 21. Time-dependent decrease in circulating platelet activation markers
measured in plasma of APOSEC or medium control–treated pigs (adopted from
Hoetzenecker BRC-2012).156
Furthermore, in vitro platelet function analyses clearly demonstrated the antiplatelet effect of
APOSEC (Figure 22).156

Figure 22. Antiplatelet activity of APOSEC confirmed by light transmittance
aggregometry (adopted from Hoetzenecker et al. BRC-2012).156
Fourth, APOSEC elicits vasodilation, proven by induction of inducible nitroc oxide (iNOS) and
endothelial (eNOS) in cell culture, as well as an increase in circulating NO, PGI2, and
vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) in APOSEC-treated animals compared to medium-treated
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controls. Additionally, in vitro myograph experiments revealed a dose-dependent vasodilatory
action of APOSEC (Figure 23).156

Figure 23. Vasodilatory effect of APOSEC. (a, b) Evidence of an increase in vasodilatory
substances circulating in pigs following APOSEC treatment in the acute MI phase; (c) the
vasodilatory effect of APOSEC in the organ chamber myograph model is dose dependent
(adopted from Hoetzenecker et al. BRC-2012).156
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2.#AIM#
!
The aim of the present PhD thesis was to gain further evidence of APOSEC regenerative
effect. APOSEC has been shown to exert cytoprotective, anti-inflammatory, anti-apoptotic
and regenerative properties in in vitro cell cultre, in vivo in rodents and pig acute myocardial
infarction models. In the last decade, due to enhancement of treatment of acute myocardial
infarction via introduction of several new invasive coronary therapies, and new medicines,
which decreased markedly the mortality of the acute myocardial infarction, the treatment of
acute myocardial infarction shifted to treatment of post-infarction chronic heart failure. Our
aim was to prove the regenerative effect of APOSEC in a translational model of chronic
ischemic left ventricular dysfunction.
Furthermore, as we used the 3D navigation of endocardial mapping, in further experiments
we aimed to justify the diagnostic and prognostic value of this percutaneous intramyocardial
navigation system.

A.#Methodological#study:#the#NOGA#endocardial#mapping#system#

- Comparing the performance of the NOGA system with cardiac MRI in their ability to
determine infarction size and infarction transmurality – is the NOGA system a valid tool to
guide intramyocardial regenerative substance delivery?

B.#Cardiac#regeneration#using#APOSEC#in#chronic#myocardial#infarction#

- Assessing the efficacy and safety of percutaneous intramyocardial delivery of APOSEC in a
clinically relevant porcine model of chronic left ventricular dysfunction in response to
myocardial infarction
- Investigation of the effects of APOSEC on haemodynamic function and gene expression
profile in chronic left ventricular dysfunction
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3.#MATERIALS#AND#METHODS#
3.1.$Experimental$chronic$left$ventricular$dysfunction$post$MI$
For both studies we used a porcine closed-chest reperfused acute MI model (n=60 for the
NOGA project and n=22 for theh APOSEC study). In female pigs closed-chest reperfused
acute MI was produced by percutaneous occlusion of the mid left anterior descending
coronary artery (LAD). The animals were sedated by the injection of ketamine hydrochloride
(12 mg/kg), xylazine (1 mg/kg), and atropine (0.04 mg/kg) intramuscularly. Following
intratracheal intubation animals were anesthetized by the administration of isoflurane (1.5–
2.5 vol%), O2 (1.6–1.8 vol%), and N2O (0.5 vol%). Blood pressure values, O2 saturation, and
electrocardiography were controlled constantly. In order to perform angiography, a 6F
introducer sheath (Terumo Medical Corporation, Somerset, NJ, USA) was inserted via the
right femoral artery, which was prepared with a surgical methood. Following this, 200 IU/kg of
heparin were administered. Next, a balloon catheter (3.0 mm in diameter, 9 mm long;
Maverick, Boston Scientific Corp, Natick, MA, USA) was introduced into the LAD to perform a
selective angiography of the left coronary artery tree. After identification of the origin of the
second major diagonal branch, occlusion of the mid LAD was conducted by ballooninflation
at 5 atmospheres. After 90 minutes the balloon was deflated to allow a reperfusion of
ischemia-affected myocardium supplied by the mid LAD. The animals were then allowed to
recover from the anesthesia.
The trials and the animal experiments were carried out in firm accordance with the
recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National
Institutes of Health. The Experimental Animal Care and Use Committee at the Faculty of
Animal Science of the University of Kaposvar (Hungary) approved the protocol previously
(Permit Numbers: 246/002/SOM2006/11/11 and 246/002/SOM2006/08/11). All procedures
were completed under general anesthesia, and the team worked with all efforts to minimize
the suffering of the pigs.

3.2.$cMRI6LE$acquisitions$
Sixty days after the induction of acute MI and after development of chronic LV dysfunction,
ardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI) with LE was performed. cMRI images were
obtained on a 1.5 T Siemens Avanto Syngo B17 clinical scanner (Erlangen, Germany) with a
phased-array coil and a vector ECG system. Functional (dynamic) images were obtained by
retrospective ECG-gating (HR: 80–100 beats/minute), steady-state free precession
technique (SSFP - TRUFISP sequence) in short-axis and long-axis sections of the heart
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using 1.2-ms echo time (TE), 40-ms repetition time (TR), 25 phases, 50º flip angle, 360-mm
field-of-view, 8-mm slice thickness, and a 256 x 256 image matrix. Delayed enhancement
diastolic phase short-axis images were acquired after injection of 0.05 mmol/kg of contrast
medium using an inversion recovery prepared gradient-echo sequence, in order to determine
the extent of infarct size and its transmurality. Additionally, LE images were acquired 10
minutes after the administration of gadolinium contrast agent.

3.3.$Analysis$and$visualization$of$cMRI$images$
For all reconstructions, efforts were made to include the entire heart volume (from the apex
to the level of the great vessels), so that the complete left ventricle was integrated in the MRI
analysis. The examination was constantly limited to image slices including the myocardium of
the left ventricle in 360 degrees. Image analysis was conducted by applying the Segment for
Windows software (version 1.9; Medviso AB, Lund, Sweden).162 Infarction size and
transmurality were determined

semi-automatically in the 10-minute LE images using the

“2SD” approach. During this process, hyperintense image pixels were tagged as infarcted if
their signal intensity (SI) was greater than the mean value plus 2 standard deviations of the
normal-appearing LV myocardium. Signal intensity was derived from the absolute value of
the voxel intensity data, which were stored in the DICOM files from the cMRI-LE acquisitions.
The 3D volume of the infarct was assessed in both absolute units and also as a percentage
of the total LV myocardial volume. In order to gain a precise volume determination the entire
LV was evaluated by both imaging modalities (NOGA and cMRI-LE). The non-contractile
mitral valve areas were ignored for the evaluation of infarct size and transmurality.
By using segmental transmurality data from the infarct segmentations polar plots were
constructed. To realize the same apex, heart axis, and orientation as for NOGA maps the
analogous bull’s eye maps were processed.
For these reconstructions, myocardial viability data were interpolated and smoothed from a
total of 8 apico-basal segments and 32 wall sectors per segment. To facilitate the
interpretation of the images the linear borders of 17 segments were overlaid graphically
using the “classical” segmental nomenclature. The endo- and epicardial borders were
segmented, and a segmental model was fitted on the left ventricle model (32 sections per
slice). Using the standard transmurality analysis feature of the Segment software (Medviso
Inc., Lund, Sweden), the midline was determined for each segment of the left ventricle. The
transmurality of the infarct is given as the radial projection of the segmented scar volume on
the midline, summed for each section.
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By applying two-dimensional planimetry to the polar plots, we performed two distinct
measurements of the transmurality of the infarct. The extents of the transmural or nontransmural infarct and normal areas were defined as the percentage of sectors in which the
SI was >75% (infarct core), 51–75% (border zone of infarction), 25–50% (non-transmural
infarction), or <25% (normal).163 Alternatively, SI >60% was defined as transmural infarct,
31–60% as non-transmural infarct, and <30% as a normal area.164 To calculate the areas, we
used the raw transmurality data from 32 sections per slice, as noted above. All MRI area
measurements are reported as the percentage of segments in the threshold range divided by
the total number of segments.
Dynamic MR images were analyzed for myocardial wall movement and functional
parameters. We carried out semi-automatic segmentation of the LV endocardial and
epicardial borders while the end-diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic volume (ESV), global
LV ejection fraction (EF), and cardiac output (CO) were calculated automatically on shortaxis images.

3.4.$NOGA®$electroanatomical$mapping$of$the$LV$
The electromechanical maps of the pigs were acquired 62±1 days after acute MI (2±1 days
after cardiac MRI). The principles and procedures of NOGA electroanatomical mapping have
been described previously.165 Briefly, the external reference patch containing a tip sensor,
was fixed onto the pig´s back right below the heart. The left femoral artery was surgically
prepared and a 7 F introducer sheath was laid. Next, 5000 IU of unfractionated heparin were
administered. A NogaStar® (Johnson & Johnson, Diamond Bar, California) mapping catheter
was introduced through the femoral sheath and was advanced inside the aorta under
fluoroscopic guidance. Next, the NOGA catheter was bent and advanced into the LV through
the atrioventricular valve. Once the catheter was located inside the LV chamber, the tip of the
catheter was straightened and angled towards the apex. In order to initiate a threedimensional shape of the heart a few endocardial points in several areas of the LV chamber
(the very apical point, regions of the outflow tract, as well as lateral and posterior wall points)
were acquired. With subsequent assessments of newer points the heart silhouette was then
updated in real, which further facilitated electromagnetic navigation with reduced use of
fluoroscopic radiation.
In each of the twelve myocardial segments at least four points were sampled. Throughout the
course of electromechanical mapping, unipolar and bipolar electrocardiograms along with the
exact 3D localization and orientation of the catheter tip in relation to the LV chamber were
measured simultaneously. At the same time the stability of the catheter-to-wall contact was
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weighed at every location in real time, and merely stable measurement points were
accepted. Both electrophysiological and regional data were then combined to generate a
color-coded 3D reconstruction of the LV chamber. For the creation of the 3D maps the apexLV chamber longitudinal axis was defined carefully. As additional information, the enddiastolic, end-systolic volumes and global ejection fraction could be calculated by the
evaluation of the movement of the catheter tip, and also the average heart rate could be
assessed.
$
3.5.$Evaluation$of$the$NOGA®$maps$
To quntify the relative size of the area of interest we used the ImageJ for Windows software
(U.S. National Institutes of Health [NIH], Bethesda, Maryland, USA). For this purpose, the 3D
unipolar (UPV) and bipolar (BiPV) voltages were presented as two-dimensional polar maps.
Discriminatory threshold values were used in equal manner for all NOGA® maps: <5 mV for
non-viable infarcted area, 5-15 mV for infarct border zone and >15 mV for normal viability in
unipolar maps and <0.8 mV for transmural, 0.8-1.9 mV for non-transmural infarction and >1.9
mV for normal myocardium in bipolar maps. These cut-off values are represented by the
color-coding of the NOGA® images to enable the identification of myocardial regions with
decreased UPVs and BiPVs (Table 1, Figure 24). To validate the threshold values used for
discrimination for bipolar NOGA© maps, the correlation between with MRI-based infarct area
measurements and NOGA measurements at various discriminatory bipolar threshold values
was calculated. First, the raw images of the NOGA© transmurality data (bipolar recordings)
into the image processing pipeline of Matlab R2010 for Windows were exported and then
image RGB (red-green-blue) color values were converted into voltage values; the image was
then cropped to the cMRI-LE infarct area. Using 100 threshold steps from 0.5 to 1.5 mV we
iteratively exported the NOGA©-based transmurality areas to the cMRI transmurality maps
and determined the correlation coefficient between the two images using different thresholds
(25, 30, 50, 60 and 75% transmurality) (Figure 25A).
In order to establish the BiPV cut-off that offers optimal fit to the size of transmural and nontransmural cMRI-LE areas, we also evaluated 0.5–1.5 mV and 1.0–2.0 mV BiPV cut-offs
(Figure 26). The relative extent of the infarct core zone, border regions, and areas
representing normal myocardium were determined from the color-coded unipolar voltage
polar map, and the extent of the transmural and non-transmural infarction were demarcated
on the bipolar maps (Figures 27 and 28). The delineation and analysis of these regions on
the NOGA® maps was performed by an investigator blinded to the results of the cMRI-LE.
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Figure 24. NOGA® endocardial mapping and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
(cMRI) of a pig with chronic myocardial ischemia.
A. 3D NOGA® maps displaying the anterior, anteroseptal, and apical myocardial
infarction. Red colour shows the infarct core (red arrow), the surrounding greenyellow area indicates the border zone of infarction (yellow arrow).
B. The corresponding unipolar voltage polar map. The color-coding is identical to A.
C. The bipolar voltage polar map of the same animal. Red colour shows transmural
infarction (red arrow); yellow-green colour specifies the non-transmural infarction
(yellow arrow), and blue-pink colour indicates normal myocardium.
D. cMRI with LE long axis image shows the myocardial scar (red arrow).
E. cMRI with LE short axis images with myocardial infarction (red arrow). Determination
of infarction size was assessed by splitting of the myocardium to 8 parts from the
basis of the heart to the apex (left upper corner).
F. cMRI transmurality polar map indicating transmural infarction (red arrow) with a
proximate area of non-transmural infarction (yellow arrow).
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Table 1. NOGA® endocardial unipolar and bipolar map-derived cut-off values.
Cut-off value

Color on the NOGA® map

Definition

>15 mV

Blue, violet

Normal tissue

5–15 mV

Yellow, green

Border zone of infarction

<5 mV

Red

Area of myocardial infarction

>1.9 mV

Blue, violet

Normal tissue

0.8–1.9 mV

Yellow, green

Non-transmural infarction

<0.8 mV

Red

Transmural infarction

Unipolar voltage map

Bipolar voltage map
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Figure 25. Magnet resonance imaging-derived NOGA© bipolar threshold values for
infarct transmurality.
A.

Iterative thresholding of voltage maps (left panel): the original reconstructed
NOGA© maps were cropped to infarct area converted to mV scale, images were
then iteratively thresholded from 0.5 to 0.5 mV using a total of 100 steps. The mid
panels shows examples of the process. The right panel indicates the relation
between area of infarct and mV threshold applied.

B.

Voltage-threshold dependence of the correlation between different NOGA and MRI
areas. The maximal value of an obtainable correlation coefficient is illustrated for
each treshhold.

C.

Correlates histological findings for transmural (upper) and non-transmural (mid)
infarction and normal myocardium (bottom), cut from the areas of bipolar voltage
values below 0.8 mV, between 0.8-1.9 mV and above 1.9 mV, with corresponding
cMRI-LE transmurality values of >75%, 50% and <24%, respectively.
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Figure 26. Determination of the bipolar voltage (BiPV) cut-off value for calculating the
transmural and non-transmural infarct size using unipolar voltage values (UPV).
A. Scatter plot with linear correlation between UPV and BiPV.
B. Part of the scatter plot displaying the non-viable range defined as UPV <5 mV.
C. Receiver operator characteristics curve for the assessment of different BiPV cut-off
values.
D. Examples of bipolar maps with different cut-offs values.
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Figure 27. Schematic illustration of the planimetric calculation of the size of the infarct
core and the size of the border zone of the infarction with decreased viability in the
NOGA® endocardial mapping.
Red colour shows the infarct core region, and green-yellow colour depicts the proximate area
with reduced viability.
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Figure 28. Schematic illustration of the planimetric calculation of the transmural and
non-transmural infarct sizes as shown in polar maps from cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging (cMRI) and NOGA® endocardial mapping.
A. Planimetric determination of the extent of the transmural and non-transmural
infarction from cMRI.
B. Planimetric determination of the extent of the transmural and non-transmural
infarction from a NOGA® bipolar voltage map.

3.6.$Overlap$ratio$
The following equation was used for determination of the overlap ratio between the cMRI and
NOGA® bipolar transmurality maps166 (Figure 29):
(NOGA® bipolar map overlap area + cMRI transmural map overlap area) / (NOGA® bipolar
low voltage area + cMRI transmurality area)
For the overlap ratio of the transmural, non-transmural and the combined transmural and
non-transmural (not normal) areas the following cut-off values were used:
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-

Transmurality overlap ratio: between a NOGA® bipolar map area with BipV <0.8 mV
and a cMRI transmurality area with SI >75%;

-

Non-transmural areas overlap ratio: between a NOGA® bipolar map area with BipV
0.8-1.9 mV and a cMRI transmurality area with SI 25-75%;

-

Combined transmural and non-transmural (not normal) area overlap ratio: between a
NOGA® bipolar map area with BipV <1.9 mV and a cMRI transmurality area with SI
>25% (Figures 26 and 27).

A result of >60% overlap was considered good accuracy166, and 50–60% of overlap was
considered moderate accuracy (these values are arbitrary).

Figure 29. Calculation of the overlapping ratio of the transmural plus the nontransmural infarction by cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI) and NOGA®
endocardial mapping.
A. cMRI transmurality polar map.
B. NOGA® bipolar polar map.
C and D. Overlap of the cMRI and NOGA® polar maps.
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a: The size of the transmural and non-transmural infarction by cMRI; b: the size of transmural
and non-transmural infarction by NOGA® bipolar mapping; c: overlap of the NOGA® bipolar
infarct shape on a cMRI polar map; d: overlap of the cMRI infarct shape on a NOGA® bipolar
map. The overlapping ratio was calculated as follows: (c+d)/(a+b).

3.7.$Histology$fort$he$NOGA6MRI$study$
Samples of myocardial tissue were obtained from transmural and non-transmural infarction
areas as well as from normal myocardium, corresponding to the regions of bipolar voltage
values below 0.8 mV, between 0.8 and 1.9 mV and above 1.9 mV, and analogous cMRI-LE
transmurality values of >75%, 50% and <24%, respectively. The samples were stored in
4.5% formalin for at least 24h and then embedded in paraffin. Samples were sectioned into
4-6 µM thick slices and stained with haematoxylin-eosin.

3.8.$ Generation$ of$ cell$ culture$ medium$ from$ irradiated$ porcine$ PBMC$ for$ in$ vivo$
experiments$(APOSEC)$
Blood was gained from the animals by direct cardiac puncture. Briefly, three animals were
anesthetized by an IV bolus of 10 mg/kg ketamine and 1.3 mg/kg azaperone. Direct heart
puncture was done after left thoracic dermal incision was made under sterile conditions using
a hollow needle. Blood drawn with 50-ml syringes was then transferred into prepared
heparinized plastic bags for blood products. PBMCs were isolated by Ficoll-Paque density
gradient centrifugation (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Sweden). The apoptosis of PBMC
was induced by 60-GY Cesium-137 irradiation (Department of Transfusion Medicine,
General Hospital, Vienna). The irradiated cells were cultured with serum-free UltraCulture
Medium (Lonza, Switzerland) for 24h until a cell density of 25x106. After that the cells were
discarded and the supernatant was obtained. Supernatants were dialyzed against 50 mM
ammonium acetate for 24h at 4°C. The acquired liquid was sterile filtered (Whatman Filter
0.2 µm FP30/0.2 Ca-S, Dassel, Germany), frozen, and lyophilized overnight (Lyophilizator
Christ alpha 1-4, Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz,
Germany). Lyophilized APOSEC aliquots derived from 1.5x109 PBMCs were stored at -80°C
until the animal experiments were performed.
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3.9.$Percutaneous$intramyocardial$delivery$of$APOSEC$or$medium$solution$using$3D$NOGA$
guidance$$
At day 30 after acute MI after the development of LV remodeling, the animals were sedated
and intubated. The patency of the mid LAD was confirmed by coronary angiography. LV
hemodynamic parameters were measured by a pigtail catheter. We performed NOGA
endocardial mapping using a percutaneous NOGA Star catheter (Cordis, Johnson &
Johnson, Miami Lakes, FL, USA) as described previously.165 After creation of the 3D
ssilhoutte of the LV depicting the infarction, the diagnostic NOGA Star catheter was switched
to a NOGA MyoStar injection catheter (Cordis, Johnson & Johnson). The pigs were
randomized to intramyocardial injections and received either APOSEC (derived from 2.5x109
PBMCs, resuspended in 4 ml physiologic saline, 300-µl aliquots) or medium as a control
(resuspended lyophilized Cell Growth medium) in 11±1 locations of the border zone of
infarction using 3D NOGA-guided percutaneous intramyocardial delivery. The animals were
then allowed to recover from the procedure. At day 60 post MI (30 days post intramyocardial
injections), control coronary angiography and NOGA endocardial mapping were conducted
under general anesthesia.

3.10.$ Cardiac$ magnetic$ resonance$ imaging$ (cMRI)$ for$ area$ at$ risk,$ microvascular$
obstruction$3$days$post6AMI$
For the animals in the APOSEC study, cardiac MRI with LE was performed at day 3 and day
60 after reperfused acute MI using a 1.5-T clinical scanner (Avanto, Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany) with a phased-array coil and a vector ECG system (Chapters 3.2 and 3.3.). The
area at risk and microvacular obstruction were calculated for cMRI at day 3.162

3.11.$LV$hemodynamic$measurements$$
During coronary angiography, LV hemodynamic measurements were done using a pigtail
catheter. The systolic aortic pressure, LV end-systolic (ESP) and end-diastolic pressures
(EDP), as well as LV contractility expressed as dP/dt and dP/dt/P, and the LV end-diastolic
stiffness (LV EDP/EDV) were assessed.

3.12.$ Myocardial$ viability,$ infarct$ transmurality$ and$ regional$ functional$ assessment$ by$
NOGA$
The mean unipolar, bipolar, and local linear shortening values (UPV, BiPV, and LLS) of the
injected areas were measured by the 12-segment polar map analysis principles. The results
were stated as mV or %, respectively.
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3.13.$Histology$for$the$APOSEC$study$
The hearts were explanted at day 60 and representative tissue samples of normal, border
zone and infarcted areas were obtained. Tissue specimen were first fixed in 10% neutral
buffered formalin, then embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained for haematoxylin-eosin
and

angiogenic

marker

of

CD31

and

stem

cell

factor

CD117.

Additonally,

immunofluorescence staining of the small capillaries was performed using monoclonal
mouse anti-pig CD31 and CD117 antibody (ABD Serotec, Kidlington, UK) and goat antimouse IgG as the secondary antibody (DyLight, Rockford, IL, USA). Histological sections
were counterstained with DAPI (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA). Samples were
mounted in Vectashield with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA). Native and fluorescence images were taken on an Axiophot-II microscope
(Carl Zeiss; Jena/Oberkochen, Germany) that was connected to a CCD camera (Hamamatsu
Photonics; Hamamatsu City, Japan) using Open Lab 2.0.9 software (Improvision, Coventry,
UK). The number of CD31, CD117 and DAPI positive cells in border zone, and infarcted
tissues were counted on 5 sections per slide (3x5 slides per heart) using ×400 magnification.
The ratio of CD31/DAPI and CD117/DAPI were determined and given as percentages.

3.14.$Gene$expression$analysis$using$RNA$microarrays$and$real$time$PCR$(rtPCR)$
For RNA extraction heart tissue specimens were collected from the infarct core area, the
border zone, and the unaffected myocardium.

Tissue samples were stored in RNAlater

(Qiagen, Germany) at -20°C. Total RNA was isolated from the samples using the RNeasy
Microarray Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany) according to the manufacturer. RNA quality
was tested on RNA Nano chips using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer platform (Agilent
Technologies).

3.15.$RNA$microarrays$
Transcriptomics analysis using microarrays was performed by Miltenyi (Miltenyi Biotec
GmbH, Germany). Briefly, 100ng of each total RNA sample was used for the linear T7-based
amplification step. The RNAs were amplified and labeled using the Agilent Low Input Quick
Amp Labeling Kit (Agilent Technologies) to produce Cy3-labeled cRNA. An ND-1000
Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies) was used to measure cRNA and the dyeincorporation rate. Hybridization was performed using the Agilent 60-mer oligo microarray
protocol and the Agilent Gene Expression Hybridization Kit (Agilent Technologies). Briefly,
1.65 µg of Cy3-labeled fragmented cRNA in hybridization buffer was hybridized for 17 hours
at 65°C to Agilent Whole Sus scrofa Genome Oligo Microarrays 4x44K V2 using
!
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hybridization chambers in an oven. The microarrays were then washed with Agilent Gene
Expression Wash Buffer 1 at room temperature for 1 min, and a second wash was performed
with preheated (37°C) Agilent Gene Expression Wash Buffer 2 for 1 min. The fluorescence
signals of the hybridized Agilent Microarrays were measured using Agilent’s Microarray
Scanner System (Agilent Technologies) and analyzed using Agilent Feature Extraction
Software (FES).
Raw hybridization values were loaded into R (GNU R) using the R-package limma (v3.14.4).
Microarray data have been uploaded to the Gene Expression Omnibus database
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE47397). Biological interpretation of
significant gene lists was performed using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and
Integrated Discovery (DAVID) v6.167 Data were reported in annotational clusters or as single
gene expression, heat maps, and Venn diagrams.
$
3.16.$rtPCR$of$selected$genes$
The mRNA of myocardial samples from different regions and both groups of animals was
reverse transcribed to cDNA (Qiagen, Germany) and expression of mRNA of interest was
quantified by rtPCR (Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR System, Life Technologies,
USA). The primers for the target sequences were designed using Primer3 software
(http://primer3.wi.mit.edu/primer3web_help.htm; Microsynth, Switzerland) (Table 2). The
expression rates of the target genes were normalized to the geometric means of the
housekeeping genes GAPDH, HPRT1, and PPIA. The relative gene expression level was
calculated using the ΔCt method (i.e. expression level relative to an endogenous control).
The expression changes were calculated relative to expression levels in the normal
myocardium of the same animal.
Table 2. List of the primers used for rtPCR.
Gene

Name

Accession
number

Hypoxanthine
HPRT1

phosphoribosyltransferase 1

NM_001032376.2

Peptidylprolyl isomerase A
PPIA

(cyclophilin A)

!

dehydrogenase

Reverse sequence (5'-3')

CCC AGC GTC GTG ATT

ATC TCG AGC AAG CCG

AGT GA

TTC AG

GTC TTC TTC GAC ATC GCC TCC TTT CTC CCC AGT
NM_214353.1

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
GAPDH

Forward sequence (5'-3')

NM_001206359.1

GT

GCT CA

TCC ACC CAC GGC AAG

ATG TTG GCG GGA TCT

TTC CAC

CGC TCC T

Amplico

E

n [bp]

[%]

131

89

120

95

104

109
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Hypoxia inducible factor 1,
HIF1alpha

alpha subunit

NM_001123124.1

MMP9

Matrix metallopeptidase 9

NM_001038004.1

Caspase 3, apoptosisCASP3

related cysteine peptidase

NM_214131.1

Chemokine (C-X-C motif)
CxCl12

ligand 12

NM_001009580.1

MEF2C

Myocyte enhancer factor 2C

NM_001044540.1

Myogenin (myogenic factor
MYOG

4)

NM_001012406.1

GATA4

GATA binding protein 4

NM_214293.1

Transforming growth factor,
TGFBR3

beta receptor III

NM_214272.1

ACC TGA GCC TAA CAG

TTC TTT GCC TCT GTG

TCC CAG TG

TCT TCA GCA A

CGG GAG ACC TAC GAA

TTT CTG TCG GTC ATC

CCA AT

TCG GC

GGG ATT GAG ACG GAC

TGA ACC AGG ATC CGT

AGT GG

CCT TTG

GTG GCA CGG CTG AAG

GGC CCG AGA GAG TGG

AGC AAC

GAC TGG

TAA CAT GCC GCC ATC

ATC CTC TCG GTC GCT

CGC CC

GCC GT

GCC AGG GGT GCC CAG

ATG ATC CCC TGG GTT

TGA ATG

GGG GC

AGA AAA CGG AAG CCC

CCA CAC TGC TGG AGT

AAG AAC

TGC TG

ATG GAC CTC TAC ACC

CGA GTA CGG GGA GAT

ACG GA

GAA GC

114

88

97

108

136

95

112

91

151

97

94

121

109

95

153

95

3.17.$Statistics$
!
Continuous variables are presented as mean values ± standard deviation.
The correlation between NOGA®- and cMRI-derived parameters was calculated by linear
regression analysis indicating Pearson correlation coefficients and Bland-Altman plots. The
analysis was carried out by the Matlab R2010 software for Windows. For the iterative fitting
of the linear function, a “least absolute residual” robust regression approach was used. We
used a the standardized nomenclature for the interpretation of the correlations between the
images of the two methods: large for a correlation coefficient greater than 0.5, moderate for
0.5-0.3, and small for 0.3-0.1. In order to choose the best BiPV cut-off value for determining
the transmural and non-transmural scars, all UPVs were correlated with the corresponding
BiPVs using linear regression analysis. Using a 5 mV UPV value as the cut-off for
viability/non-viability, receiver operator curve (ROC) analysis was performed, and the
sensitivity, specificity of different BiPV values, and the area under the curve, with 95%
confidence intervals, were calculated.

!
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In the APOSEC study, comparisons between the treatment and sham groups were tested
using the Student’s t test for continuous variables and the χ2 test for categorical variables.
Data analysis was conducted by an experienced researcher blinded to randomization and
study results. Statistical analysis was carried out using the SPSS 18.0 (SPSS Inc, USA)
software. For gene array analysis, to test for all comparisons (i.e. differences between
regions of interest: normal, border, and infarct and APOSEC vs. control) a linear model for
each gene was fitted and the estimated coefficients and standard errors for these contrasts
were computed. Subsequently, moderated t-statistics, moderated F-statistics, and the logodds of differential expression were calculated by empirical Bayes shrinkage of the standard
errors towards a common value. False discovery rates (FDR) below 5% were considered
statistically significant for each comparison. Higher FDR cut-offs were used for some
contrasts, especially for the use of the gene lists for biological interpretation. Unsupervised
hierarchical clustering was performed with the Euclidean distance as the distance function
and the Ward algorithm in R, using centered and scaled log2 expression values. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) was also performed for centered and scaled values.
For all statistical analyses, a p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

#

!

#
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4.#RESULTS##
4.1.#COMPARISON#OF#NOGA#ENDOCARDIAL#MAPPING#AND#CARDIAC#
MAGNETIC#RESONANCE#IMAGING#FOR#DETERMINING#INFARCT#SIZE#
AND#INFARCT#TRANSMURALITY#FOR#INTRAMYOCARDIAL#INJECTION#
THERAPY#USING#EXPERIMENTAL#DATA###
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Comparison of NOGA Endocardial Mapping and Cardiac
Magnetic Resonance Imaging for Determining Infarct
Size and Infarct Transmurality for Intramyocardial
Injection Therapy Using Experimental Data
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Abstract
Objectives: We compared the accuracy of NOGA endocardial mapping for delineating transmural and non-transmural
infarction to the results of cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI) with late gadolinium enhancement (LE) for guiding
intramyocardial reparative substance delivery using data from experimental myocardial infarction studies.
Methods: Sixty domestic pigs underwent diagnostic NOGA endocardial mapping and cMRI-LE 60 days after induction of
closed-chest reperfused myocardial infarction. The infarct size was determined by LE of cMRI and by delineation of the
infarct core on the unipolar voltage polar map. The sizes of the transmural and non-transmural infarctions were calculated
from the cMRI transmurality map using signal intensity (SI) cut-offs of.75% and.25% and from NOGA bipolar maps using
bipolar voltage cut-off values of ,0.8 mV and ,1.9 mV. Linear regression analysis and Bland-Altman plots were used to
determine correlations and systematic differences between the two images. The overlapping ratios of the transmural and
non-transmural infarcted areas were calculated.
Results: Infarct size as determined by 2D NOGA unipolar voltage polar mapping correlated with the 3D cMRI-LE findings
(r = 0.504, p,0.001) with a mean difference of 2.82% in the left ventricular (LV) surface between the two images. Polar maps
of transmural cMRI and bipolar maps of NOGA showed significant association for determining of the extent of transmural
infarction (r = 0.727, p,0.001, overlap ratio of 81.6611.1%) and non-transmural infarction (r = 0.555, p,0.001, overlap ratio
of 70.6618.5%). NOGA overestimated the transmural scar size (6.81% of the LV surface) but slightly underestimated the size
of the non-transmural infarction (23.04% of the LV surface).
Conclusions: By combining unipolar and bipolar voltage maps, NOGA endocardial mapping is useful for accurate
delineation of the targeted zone for intramyocardial therapy and is comparable to cMRI-LE. This may be useful in patients
with contraindications for cMRI who require targeted intramyocardial regenerative therapy.
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are targeted by cardiac regenerative therapies because regenerative cells delivered to these areas may survive and help restore
cardiac function.
Compared to intracoronary or intravenous delivery, intramyocardial delivery of regenerative drugs, genes, or cells into the
border zone of chronic myocardial ischemia results in higher
retention of the applied substances, which may result in more

Introduction
The border zone of myocardial infarction (MI) represents
myocardial areas with decreased viability and reduced wall motion
capacity. Perfusion and transport of cell-death waste products,
such as oxygen radicals and other metabolic substances, is
impaired due to the close proximity to the non-perfused infarcted
area, and this may account for the functional decline. These areas
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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261 days later, just before the animals were euthanized, aiming to
search for correlations between the two images.
Briefly, all pigs were sedated with ketamine hydrochloride
(12 mg/kg), xylazine (1 mg/kg), and atropine (0.04 mg/kg)
intramuscularly. The pigs were intubated intratracheally and
anesthetized with isoflurane (1.5–2.5 vol%), O2 (1.6–1.8 vol%),
and N2O (0.5 vol%). O2 saturation, blood pressure, and
electrocardiography were monitored continuously. After an
arteriotomy of the right femoral artery, a 6F introducer sheath
(Terumo Medical Corporation, Somerset, NJ, USA) was inserted.
Heparin (200 IU/kg) was administered followed by selective
angiography of the left coronary artery tree. A balloon catheter
(3.0 mm in diameter, 9 mm long; Maverick, Boston Scientific
Corp, Natick, MA, USA) was advanced into the left anterior
descending coronary artery (LAD). After the origin of the second
major diagonal branch, the mid LAD was occluded by inflation of
the balloon at 5 atmospheres for 90 minutes, followed by deflation
of the balloon to allow opening of the infarct-related artery and
reperfusion of the ischemia-affected myocardium. The pigs were
then allowed to recover from the anesthesia.
This study was carried out in strict accordance with the
recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. The
protocol was approved by the Experimental Animal Care and Use
Committee at the Faculty of Animal Science of the University of
Kaposvar (Hungary) (Permit Numbers: 246/002/SOM2006/11/
11 and 246/002/SOM2006/08/11). All procedures were performed under general anesthesia, and all efforts were made to
minimize the suffering of the animals.

effective therapy [1–4]. However, accurate real-time localization
of this area for application of intramyocardial regenerative therapy
remains a challenge. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI)
with late gadolinium enhancement (LE) is the gold standard for
assessing myocardial infarct size, infarct transmurality, and left
ventricular (LV) function and for assessing the efficacy of cardiac
therapies [5,6]. Identification of subendocardial or non-transmural
infarcted areas using cMRI-LE would be ideal for guiding targeted
intramyocardial regenerative therapy. However, cMRI is an offline imaging modality, and there is a delay between diagnostic
imaging and application of the therapy. Further, cMRI is
contraindicated for patients with cMRI-non-compatible pacemakers or implantable defibrillators.
Three-dimensional (3D) NOGA endocardial mapping and
electromagnetic guided percutaneous intramyocardial therapy is
the method that is currently used for real-time (on-table)
assessment of myocardial viability and for delineation of the
infarct and infarct border zone [7–10]. The accuracy and
reproducibility of NOGA maps for evaluating myocardial viability
have been established [11–15], and this 3D imaging method has
been compared with other 3D imaging methods such as
myocardial scintigraphy, positron emission tomography, and
cMRI [16–20]. Furthermore, histology, echocardiography, and
other methods have confirmed that NOGA mapping can be used
to correctly assess the size and severity of myocardial necrosis [21].
In order to assess the accuracy of the point-to-point sampling
method of NOGA mapping, several research groups have
developed fusion software for constructing hybrid images of cMRI
and NOGA CARTO mapping [22–29]. These reports on a
limited number of patients confirmed that there is good correlation
between the two 3D images regarding the location and size of the
infarction. However, the reports noted that NOGA mapping does
not show good correlation with cMRI-LE in terms of the
delineation of non-transmural areas. Moreover, the aim of these
multimodality images was to find a focus for arrhythmogen
substrates for ablation therapy to treat reentry tachycardias using
unipolar and bipolar voltage electrocardiograms.
Here we focused on the accuracy of NOGA mapping to
delineate transmural and non-transmural infarction by comparing
it with cMRI-LE imaging. We investigated whether NOGA
mapping is suitable for guiding intramyocardial drug or cell
delivery using data from experimental myocardial infarction
studies. We chose to use an animal model of closed chest
reperfused MI. This is very similar to human primary percutaneous coronary intervention in acute MI, which simulates postinfarction left ventricular dysfunction.
We hypothesized that real-time, on-table 3D endocardial
mapping using the NOGA system can accurately delineate the
zone of decreased viability and non-transmural scars that is the
target area for percutaneous intramyocardial therapy. Here we
show that there is a significant correlation between the two images
in terms of infarct size and the sizes of the transmural and nontransmural infarction, with high degree of overlap between
endocardial mapping and cMRI-derived infarcted areas.

NOGA electroanatomical mapping of the LV
The electromechanical maps of the pigs were obtained 6261
days after induction of acute MI. The principles and procedures of
NOGA electroanatomical mapping have been described previously [7–10]. Briefly, the external reference patch, which contains
a tip sensor, was taped onto the experimental animal’s back below
its heart. A 7 F introducer sheath was introduced into the left
femoral artery, followed by administration of 5000 IU of
unfractionated heparin. To begin the navigation process, a fully
deflected NogaStar (Johnson & Johnson, Diamond Bar, CA)
mapping catheter was introduced through the femoral sheath and
was advanced inside the aorta under fluoroscopic guidance. Before
entering the LV chamber, the mapping catheter was bent and
then introduced through the aortic valve. As soon as the tail of the
catheter was inside the LV, the catheter tip was straightened and
orientated towards the apex. The first few endocardial points in
different regions of the LV (apical point, outflow tract, and lateral
and posterior points) were sampled to initiate a three-dimensional
silhouette of the heart, which was then updated in real time with
every new mapping point which facilitated further electromagnetic
navigation with limited use of fluoroscopy.
At least four points were acquired in each of twelve myocardial
segments. During the mapping process, simultaneous unipolar and
bipolar electrocardiograms were recorded as well as the 3D
location and orientation of the catheter tip of several sites within
the LV cavity. The electrophysiological and mechanical data were
integrated to create a color-coded 3D reconstruction of the LV
chamber to facilitate assessment of the regional viability. The
stability of the catheter-to-wall contact was evaluated at every
location in real time, and only stable location points were accepted
to create the 3D maps [9,10]. When constructing the NOGA
maps, care was taken to correctly define the apex and the heart
axis.

Materials and Methods
Experimental chronic left ventricular dysfunction post MI
Closed-chest reperfused acute MI was induced in 60 female
farm pigs by percutaneous occlusion of the mid left anterior
descending coronary artery. Sixty days later, the pigs underwent
cMRI-LE images to confirm chronic myocardial infarction.
Additional NOGA endocardial mapping was then performed
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cMRI-LE acquisitions

Using the movement of the catheter tip in the LV cavity, the
end-diastolic, end-systolic volumes and global ejection fraction
were calculated automatically. The average heart rate was
calculated during the electroanatomical mapping procedure.

Cardiac magnetic resonance (cMRI) images were acquired on a
1.5 T Siemens Avanto Syngo B17 clinical scanner (Erlangen,
Germany) with a phased-array coil and a vector ECG system.
Functional (dynamic) images were acquired using a retrospective
ECG-gated (HR: 80–100 beats/minute), steady-state free precession (SSFP - TRUFISP sequence) technique in short-axis and
long-axis sections of the heart using 1.2-ms echo time (TE), 40-ms
repetition time (TR), 25 phases, 50u flip angle, 360-mm field-ofview, 8-mm slice thickness, and a 2566256 image matrix. For
quantitative measurement of infarct extent and transmurality,
delayed enhancement diastolic phase short-axis images were
obtained after injection of 0.05 mmol/kg of contrast medium
using an inversion recovery prepared gradient-echo sequence. LE
images were obtained 10 minutes after gadolinium contrast agent
injection.

Evaluation of the NOGA maps
ImageJ for Windows (U.S. National Institutes of Health [NIH],
Bethesda, Maryland, USA) was used to determine the relative size
of the area of interest. The 3D unipolar (UPV) and bipolar (BiPV)
voltages of each measuring point were displayed as twodimensional polar maps (bull’s eye format). The same discriminatory threshold values were used for all NOGA maps: ,5 mV for
non-viable infarcted area, 5–15 mV for infarct border zone and.
15 mV for normal viability in unipolar maps and ,0.8 mV for
transmural, 0.8–1.9 mV for non-transmural infarction and.
1.9 mV for normal myocardium in bipolar maps. These cut-off
values are represented by the color-coding of the NOGA images
and facilitate the identification of areas with reduced UPVs and
BiPVs (Table 1, Fig. 1). As a next step, in order to validate the
discriminatory threshold values for bipolar NOGA maps, we
determined the correlation between MRI-based infarct area
measurements and different discriminatory bipolar cut-off values.
Specifically, we exported the raw images of the NOGA
transmurality data (i.e. the bipolar recordings) into the image
processing pipeline of Matlab R2010 for Windows, converted the
image RGB (red-green-blue) color values into voltage values, and
cropped the image to the cMRI-LE infarct area. Using 100
threshold steps (from 0.5 to 1.5 mV), we iteratively exported the
NOGA-based transmurality areas to the cMRI transmurality
maps and determined the correlation coefficient between the two
images using different thresholds (25, 30, 50, 60, and 75%
transmurality) (Fig. 2A).
In order to determine the BiPV cut-off that provides the best fit
to the size of transmural and non-transmural cMRI-LE areas, we
also tested 0.5–1.5 mV and 1.0–2.0 mV BiPV cut-offs (Fig. 3).
The fibrous ring and cardiac valves, represented as red zones at
the outer edge of the bull’s eye NOGA maps, were excluded from
analysis as they contained low UPVs and BiPVs that were
indicative of non-contractile collagen structures [9,10].
The relative size of the infarct core, border areas, and normal
myocardium was determined from the color-coded unipolar
voltage polar map, and the sizes of the transmural and nontransmural infarction were delineated on the bipolar maps (Figs. 4
and 5). The demarcation and measurement of these areas on the
NOGA maps was carried out by a researcher who was blinded to
the results of the cMRI-LE.

Analysis and visualization of cMRI images
In all cases, care was taken to include the entire heart volume
from the apex to the level of the great vessels, and the entire left
ventricle was included in the MRI analysis. Analysis was
consistently restricted to slices between the apex and the basis
on which the left ventricle myocardium is seen in 360 degrees.
Image analysis was performed using Segment for Windows
software (version 1.9; Medviso AB, Lund, Sweden) [30]. The
extent and transmurality of the infarct was semi-automatically
quantified on the 10-minute LE images using the ‘‘2SD’’
approach. During this procedure, hyperintense image pixels were
tagged as infarcted if their signal intensity (SI) was greater than the
mean value plus 2 standard deviations of the normal-appearing
LV myocardium. Signal intensity was derived from the absolute
value of the voxel intensity data, which were stored in the DICOM
files from the cMRI-LE acquisitions.
The 3D infarct volume was determined both in absolute units
and as a percentage of the total LV myocardium volume (Fig. 1).
The entire LV was imaged by both NOGA and cMRI-LE in order
to obtain an accurate volume measurement. The non-contractile
mitral valve areas, which are clearly visible in both images, were
excluded from the quantitative analysis of infarct size and
transmurality.
Polar plots were derived from the infarct segmentations using
segmental transmurality data. The corresponding bull’s eye maps
were processed to achieve the same apex, heart axis, and
orientation as for NOGA maps.
For these visualizations, viability data from 8 apico-basal slices
and 32 wall sectors per slice were interpolated and smoothed. The
linear borders of 17 segments were overlaid on the images

Table 1. NOGA endocardial unipolar and bipolar map-derived cut-off values.

Cut-off value

Color on the NOGA map

Definition

.15 mV

Blue, violet

Normal tissue

5–15 mV

Yellow, green

Border zone of infarction

,5 mV

Red

Area of myocardial infarction

Unipolar voltage map

Bipolar voltage map
.1.9 mV

Blue, violet

Normal tissue

0.8–1.9 mV

Yellow, green

Non-transmural infarction

,0.8 mV

Red

Transmural infarction

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.t001
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Figure 1. NOGA endocardial mapping and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI) of a pig with chronic myocardial ischemia. A.
3D NOGA mapping showing anterior, anteroseptal, and apical myocardial infarction. Red indicates the infarct core (red arrow), the surrounding
green-yellow area shows the border zone of infarction (yellow arrow). B. The corresponding unipolar voltage polar map. The color-coding is the same
as in A. C. The bipolar voltage polar map of the same pig. Red indicates the transmural infarction (red arrow); yellow-green indicates the nontransmural infarction (yellow arrow), and blue-pink indicates normal myocardium. D. cMRI with late enhancement reveals the myocardial scar (red
arrow). Long axis image. E. cMRI late enhancement short axis images with myocardial infarction (red arrow). Quantitative size of infarction was
assessed by dividing of the myocardium to 8 slices from heart basis to apex (left upper corner). F. A cMRI transmurality polar map shows the
transmural infarction (red arrow) with a surrounding area of non-transmural infarction (yellow arrow).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.g001

data from 32 sections per slice, as noted above. All MRI area
measurements are reported as the percentage of segments in the
threshold range divided by the total number of segments.
Dynamic MR images were analyzed for myocardial wall
movement and functional parameters. We carried out semiautomatic segmentation of the LV endocardial and epicardial
borders while the end-diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic volume
(ESV), global LV ejection fraction (EF), and cardiac output (CO)
were calculated automatically on short-axis images.

graphically to help interpret the images using ‘‘classical’’ segmental
nomenclature, while the interpolated data originated from 32
sections per slice. The endo- and epicardial borders were
segmented, and a segmental model was fitted on the left ventricle
model (32 sections per slice). Using the standard transmurality
analysis feature of the Segment software (Medviso Inc., Lund,
Sweden), the midline was calculated for each section of the LV
myocardium. The transmurality of the infarct is given as the radial
projection of the segmented scar volume on the midline, summed
for each section.
By applying two-dimensional planimetry to the polar plots, we
performed two distinct measurements of the transmurality of the
infarct. The extents of the transmural or non-transmural infarct
and normal areas were defined as the percentage of sectors in
which the SI was.75% (infarct core), 51–75% (border zone of
infarction), 25–50% (non-transmural infarction), or ,25% (normal) [22]. Alternatively, SI.60% was defined as transmural
infarct, 31–60% as non-transmural infarct, and ,30% as a normal
area [21]. To calculate the areas, we used the raw transmurality
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Overlap ratio
The overlap ratio between the cMRI and NOGA bipolar
transmurality maps was calculated as follows [28] (Fig. 6):
(NOGA bipolar map overlap area + cMRI transmural map
overlap area)/(NOGA bipolar low voltage area + cMRI
transmurality area)
For the overlap ratio of the transmural, non-transmural and the
combined transmural and non-transmural (not normal) areas the
following cut-off values were used:
4
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Figure 2. Magnet resonance imaging- (MRI-) derived NOGA bipolar threshold values for infarct transmurality. A. Iterative thresholding
of voltage maps (left panel). The original NOGA maps were cropped to infarct areas, converted to a mV scale, then iteratively thresholded using 100
steps from 0.5 to 1.5 mV. The middle panel shows examples of the iterative thresholding process. The right panel shows the association between the
area of infarction and the applied mV threshold. B. Voltage-threshold dependence of the correlation between NOGA maps and areas on an MRI. The
maximum correlation coefficient is shown for each line plot. C. Histological correlations of transmural (left) and non-transmural (middle) infarctions
and normal heart tissue (right). Samples were taken from areas with bipolar voltage values ,0.8 mV, between 0.8–1.9 mV, and.1.9 mV with
corresponding cMRI-LE transmurality values of.75%, 50%, and ,25%, respectively. Magnification: 2x.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.g002

paraffin. Sections were cut into 4- to 6-mM thick slices and stained
with hematoxylin-eosin.

– Transmurality overlap ratio: between a NOGA bipolar map
area with BipV ,0.8 mV and a cMRI transmurality area with
SI.75%;
– Non-transmural areas overlap ratio: between a NOGA bipolar
map area with BipV 0.8-1.9 mV and a cMRI transmurality
area with SI 25–75%;
– Combined transmural and non-transmural (not normal) area
overlap ratio: between a NOGA bipolar map area with BipV
,1.9 mV and a cMRI transmurality area with SI.25%
(Figs. 4 and 5).

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are presented as mean values 6 standard
deviation. The correlation between NOGA- and cMRI-derived
parameters (infarct size, transmural and non-transmural infarct
size) was calculated by linear regression analysis using Pearson
Product Moment Correlation and Bland-Altman plots. Linear
regression and Bland-Altman analysis was performed using
Matlab R2010 software for Windows. During the iterative fitting
of the linear function, a ‘‘least absolute residual’’ robust regression
approach was used [31]. For interpretation of the correlations
between 2 images the standardized nomenclature was used: if the
correlation coefficient is greater than 0.5 is large, 0.5–0.3 is
moderate, and 0.3–0.1 is a small correlation [32].
In order to choose the correct BiPV cut-off values for
determining the transmural and non-transmural scars, all UPVs
were also correlated with the corresponding BiPVs using linear
regression analysis. Using a 5 mV UPV value as the cut-off for
viability/non-viability, receiver operator curve (ROC) analysis was

Overlap.60% was considered good accuracy [28], and 50–
60% overlap was considered moderate accuracy (arbitrary value).

Histology
Myocardial samples were collected from transmural and nontransmural infarctions and from normal heart tissue. These were
areas with bipolar voltage values ,0.8 mV, from 0.8–1.9 mV,
and.1.9 mV with corresponding cMRI-LE transmurality values
of.75%, 50%, and ,25%, respectively. The samples were stored
in 4.5% buffered formalin for at least 24 h and embedded in
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 3. Determination of the bipolar voltage (BiPV) cut-off value for calculating the transmural and non-transmural infarct size
using unipolar voltage values. A. Linear correlation between unipolar and bipolar voltage values. B. Part of the correlation showing the nonviable range defined as unipolar voltage values ,5 mV. C. Receiver operator characteristics curve for determination of different bipolar voltage cutoff values. D. Display of bipolar maps using different cut-offs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.g003

transmural ischemia, we used the usual value of 1.9 mV for
normal, non-infarcted areas (Figure 2B). Notably, these cut-offs
correlated well with the histological findings (Fig. 2C), confirming
the proprietary diagnosis of transmural and non-transmural areas.

performed, and the sensitivity, specificity of different BiPV values,
and the area under the curve, with 95% confidence intervals, were
calculated.
For all statistical analyses, a p-value ,0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

cMRI and NOGA mapping results
Results

The cMRI-LE and NOGA endocardial mapping results are
summarized in Tables 2 and 3. NOGA mapping and cMRI-LE
showed similar results for LV volumes and global EF. Heart rates
were slightly higher during the NOGA procedure, probably due to
the longer procedure time.
The NOGA endocardial maps contained a mean of 202631
(range: 152–295) mapping points per animal, with a mapping
point distribution of 16.865.5 points per segment of the 12segment view. The mapping points were connected automatically
if the distance between points was less than 15 mm. The mean
time for the NOGA procedure was 3569 min.
The BiPV values correlated significantly with the UPV values
(Fig. 3). ROC analysis showed that a BiPV value of 0.8 mV as the
non-transmural cut-off value had a sensitivity.90% and low but
acceptable specificity. Display of the bipolar maps with different
cut-offs revealed small differences between the images, with a

There were no complications during the NOGA and cMRI-LE
procedures that required additional medication or cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Correlation of NOGA threshold values with MRI-based
transmurality
Depending on the threshold values applied to the NOGA
bipolar voltage maps, the correlations between the different cutoffs of the two images were r = 0.27–0.57. The 75% MRI
transmurality areas showed the best correlation with the NOGAbased areas using a cut-off of 0.76 mV, while the 60%
transmurality areas correlated best with NOGA maps using a
0.87 mV threshold. The validation experiment resulted in a cut-off
value of 1.3 mV for 25% transmurality. In order to exclude non-
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the planimetric calculation of the size of the infarct core and the size of the border zone of the
infarction with decreased viability in the NOGA endocardial mapping. Red indicates the infarct core, and green-yellow indicates the
surrounding area that has decreased viability.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.g004

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the planimetric calculation of the transmural and non-transmural infarct sizes as shown in polar
maps from cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI) and NOGA endocardial mapping. A. Planimetric calculations of the sizes of the
transmural and non-transmural infarction by cMRI. B. Planimetric calculations of the sizes of the transmural and non-transmural infarction in a NOGA
bipolar voltage map.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.g005
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Figure 6. Calculation of the overlapping ratio of the transmural plus the non-transmural infarction by cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (cMRI) and NOGA endocardial mapping. A. cMRI transmurality polar map. B. NOGA bipolar polar map. C and D. Overlap of the cMRI
and NOGA polar maps. a: The size of the transmural and non-transmural infarction by cMRI; b: the size of transmural and non-transmural infarction by
NOGA bipolar mapping; c: overlap of the NOGA bipolar infarct shape on a cMRI polar map; d: overlap of the cMRI infarct shape on a NOGA bipolar
map. The overlapping ratio was calculated as follows: (c+d)/(a+b).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.g006

transmural infarct size of 12.568.7% using a 0.5-mV cut-off value,
14.166.2% using a 0.8-mV cut-off value, and 16.865.3% using a
1-mV BiPV cut-off value, with no statistically significant differences between the 3 area measurements. Based on the best overlap
ratio between the two images, a BiPV cut-off of 0.8–1.9 mV was
used for further analysis.
The unipolar voltage map-derived scar size (UPV,5 mV)
showed a moderate association with the transmural scar size as
determined by bipolar maps (BiPV,0.8 mV) (r = 0.385,
p = 0.002). There was better concordance between the border
zone of infarction (UPV 5–15 mV) and non-transmural scars
(BiPV 0.8–1.9 mV) (r = 0.457, p,0.001). The total size of the

ischemic area showed good correlation between the two maps
(r = 0.575, p,0.001).

Correlation of infarct size as determined by cMRI-LE and
NOGA mapping
There was a significant correlation (r = 0.504, p,0.001)
between the infarct size as determined using the NOGA unipolar
voltage polar map and the size determined by cMRI-LE. The
Bland-Altman plot showed that NOGA mapping resulted in a
systematically higher infarct size compared to cMRI-LE, with a
mean difference between the two images of 2.8267.43% in the
LV surface (Fig. 7).

Table 2. Endocardial NOGA mapping results.

NOGA electromechanical mapping

Value (mean ±SD) (n = 60)

End-diastolic volume

108612 mL

End-systolic volume

67.169.6 mL

Stroke volume

41.3611.6 mL

Left ventricular ejection fraction

38.767.6%

Heart rate

11067 bpm

Relative size of the infarct core (area of unipolar voltage ,5 mV)

19.568.1%

Size of the area of border zone of the infarction (area of unipolar voltage 5–10 mV)

20.469.7%

Size of the transmural infarction (area of bipolar voltage ,0.8 mV)

14.166.2%

Size of the non-transmural infarction (area of bipolar voltage 0.8–1.9 mV)

11.665.6%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.t002
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Table 3. Results of cardiac magnetic resonance (cMRI) with late enhancement.

cMRI

Value (mean ±SD) (n = 60)

End-diastolic volume

106622 mL

End-systolic volume

67.8622 mL

Stroke volume

38.268.4 mL

Left ventricular ejection fraction

37.668.9%

Heart rate

102611 bpm

Cardiac output

4.261.1 L/min

Cardiac index

3.760.9 L/min/m2

Left ventricular myocardial mass

108615 g

Left ventricular myocardial volume

103614 mL

Relative infarct size of left ventricular myocardial mass

16.966.3%

Volume of myocardial infarction

15.766.5 mL

0%–30%–60%–100% SI for transmurality
Size of transmural infarction if SI.60%

10.465.1%

Size of non-transmural infarction if SI = 31–60%

8.463.9%

Size of non-infarcted tissue if SI,30%

81.266.7%

0%–25%–50%–75%–100% SI for transmurality
Size of transmural infarction if SI.75%

6.465.6%

Size of border zone of transmural infarction if SI = 51–75%

7.564.3%

Size of non-transmural infarction if SI = 25–50%

6.762.9%

Size of non-infarcted tissue if SI,25%

79.467.6%

SI: signal intensity.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.t003

Figure 7. Correlation between NOGA endocardial mapping and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI) and statistical analysis
of the determination of infarct size. A. Regression equation between the size of the infarct core as determined on a unipolar voltage map (UPV)
and as determined using late enhancement cMRI. B. Bland-Altman plot of the size of the infarct core as determined on a unipolar voltage map and
the size as determined using late enhancement cMRI. Mean (black line) 62SD (blue line).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.g007
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(r = 0.657, p,0.001), with a mean difference between the two
images of 3.2364.56% of LV surface.

Correlation of transmural infarct size as determined by
cMRI and NOGA mapping
Using SI.75% and NOGA BipV ,0.8 mV, the correlation
between the two images was r = 0.727 (p,0.001) for the size of the
transmural infarction. NOGA bipolar mapping resulted in a larger
transmural infarction size than did cMRI-LE, with a mean
difference of 6.8164.39%) in the LV surface.
Using cut-offs for infarct transmurality of SI.60% and NOGA
BipV,0.8 mV, the correlation was slightly lower (r = 0.576, p,
0.001), with a mean difference between the two images of
2.14%65.62% of LV surface.

Overlap ratio
The overlap ratio was 81.6611.1% and 70.6618.5% for
delineation of the transmural and non-transmural infarction size
on the cMRI and NOGA images, respectively. None of the images
showed an overlapping accuracy below 60% regarding transmural
infarction. Regarding non-transmurality, two of the 60 animals
(3.3%) showed an overlapping ratio between 50% and 60%, which
was considered moderate agreement between the two imaging
methods.
The overlap ratio of the combined transmural and nontransmural infarction was 70.2612.2%.

Correlation between cMRI and NOGA mapping regarding
non-transmural infarct size
Using SI = 51–75% and NOGA BipV 0.8–1.9 mV to define
non-transmural infarction, the correlation between the two images
was r = 0.555 (p,0.001). NOGA bipolar mapping resulted in a
smaller area of non-transmural infarction, with a mean difference
of 3.0465.92% between the two images (Fig. 8).
Using SI = 31–60% and NOGA BipV 0.8–1.9 mV as cut-offs
for non-transmural infarction, the correlation was slightly higher

Discussion
Our results indicate that NOGA electroanatomical mapping is
accurate enough to guide targeted intramyocardial therapy if both
unipolar and bipolar maps are used. The results of NOGA were
comparable to those of cMRI-LE, regarding the extent of the
transmural and non-transmural scars and viable and reduced
viability myocardial areas.

Figure 8. Correlation between NOGA endocardial mapping and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (cMRI) and statistical analysis
of the determinations of transmural and non-transmural infarction. A. Regression equation between the size of the transmural infarction as
determined on a bipolar voltage map and the size as determined using cMRI. B. Bland-Altman plot of the size of the transmural infarction as
determined on a bipolar voltage map and the size as determined using cMRI. Mean (black line) 62SD (blue line). C. Regression equation between the
size of the non-transmural infarction as determined on a bipolar voltage map and the size as determined using cMRI. D. Bland-Altman plot of the size
of the non-transmural infarction as determined on a bipolar voltage map and the size as determined using cMRI. Mean (black line) 62SD (blue line).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0113245.g008
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The main difference between the two 3D images is that different
sampling methods are used to construct them. The NOGA 3D LV
shape is constructed by point-to-point measurements, which is in
contrast with the other 3D methods, such as cMRI-LE, which
have a spatial resolution of 1.4 mm per voxel. For map
construction, a 15-mm point-to-point distance was used by
endocardial mapping, while an in-plane resolution of 1–2 mm
with an 8-mm slice thickness was utilized for cMRI-LE analysis.
Accordingly, the accuracy of the NOGA map depends mainly on
the number of gathered and measured points and on the quality of
the acquired points used to construct the 3D map. Difficulties in
reaching some regions with the mapping catheter due to LV cavity
structures such as the papillary muscles or the occurrence of
ventricular arrhythmias due to touching vulnerable ischemic areas
might lead to insufficient sampling, resulting in incomplete
mapping. Nevertheless, unipolar voltage mapping overestimated
the infarct size by just 2.82% of the entire LV endocardial surface,
and bipolar mapping overestimated the transmural scar by just
6.82% of the LV. These estimates are acceptable for performing
intramyocardial procedures safely and accurately. The overestimation of the infarct size and transmural scar as compared to
cMRI-LE might result from the quantitative comparison of 2D
NOGA polar maps and 3D cMRI-LE and 2D transmurality
cMRI-LE images. According to our results, both the unipolar and
bipolar voltage maps showed wider zones of interest than on
cMRI, which may raise the risk of injecting reparative substances
into normal myocardium. The intramyocardial injections are
oriented into the non-transmural infarct or into areas with
decreased viability. Different cut-offs are suggested for viability
and transmurality thresholds in the literature; there are no
universally agreed-upon definitions for these terms. Of course,
the operators should try to make sure that the intramyocardial
injections are made into the correct area, but an injection may be
made into the ‘‘normal’’ myocardium if stronger cut-off criteria for
non-normal territory are used. However, regenerative cells or
other material delivered into the lane neighboring the nontransmural infarction have a good chance of being retained, being
functional, and migrating or penetrating into the ischemic area, so
a wider zone might result in more effective and safe treatment.
The sizes of the unipolar voltage scar and border zone differed
from the sizes of transmural and non-transmural infarction as
determined on the bipolar maps. Although the total size of the
unhealthy areas on the unipolar and bipolar polar maps showed
good correlation, the size of the infarction and border area
determined on the unipolar maps was systematically larger than
the size of the transmural and non-transmural regions on the
bipolar maps. This is not surprising, because an infarct area
contains heterogeneously viable myocytes that can be apoptotic or
hibernating. Accordingly, the infarct core and the border area (i.e.
the extent of infarction) do not necessarily overlap the transmural
and non-transmural infarction (i.e. the infarction severity) because
the infarct core may include transmural and non-transmural
necrotic areas.
The unipolar voltage values represent a summation of the
action potentials of the surrounding endocardial surface areas,
while the bipolar voltage values represent the amplified difference
between the tip of the unipolar electrode and the additional
proximal electrode placed within the catheter. Accordingly, a nontransmural infarction with severe endocardial (but not epicardial)
necrosis may appear to be an infarct core in the unipolar map.
This might explain the differences between the unipolar and
bipolar NOGA maps, and between the NOGA maps and other
3D images that measure infarct size. Nevertheless, using both (uniand bipolar) maps of the NOGA images, information about both
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

the extent and the severity of infarction are available real-time, ontable during a procedure, in contrast to off-line images such as
cMRI-LE or myocardial single photon emission computed
tomography.
Additionally, to set the correct and right cut-off values of the
NOGA maps is of great importance. Several authors used several
different cut-off values for definition of viability using the unipolar
voltage maps, while the usage of bipolar maps is less common,
probably due to the small range of not normal values (0–1.9 mV of
interest) suggesting less precise differentiations. We have measured
the transmural and non-transmural scars on the cMRI-LE image
using two different SI cut-offs, because a SI between 25% and
50% suggests a false positive non-transmural infarction. When the
cMRI transmurality threshold is lowered to 60% from 75% and to
31–60% from 51–75%, the size of the transmural and nontransmural infarct areas increase, and the correlations are slightly
lower and higher, respectively. The SI of 30% and 60% for cut-off
of non-transmural and transmural scars gave a better correlation
with slight overestimation of the non-transmural scar by 3.23% of
the LV. Since the endocardial injections should target nontransmural infarct areas, higher correlation between the two
images in that region is desirable.

Comparison of our results with literature data
The need to localize the arrhythmogenic focus for ablation
during catheter-based electrophysiological procedure prompted
several research groups to develop hybrid software that analyzes
the 3D images of both NOGA maps and cMRI-LE. Fusion of
cMRI with electroanatomical mapping of the LV proved to be
successful with a registration error of 3.860.6 mm [22], with
visual mismatches between the NOGA scars and LE in cMRI,
particularly in patients with inferior infarction [22]. To enhance
the accuracy of the electroanatomical mapping relative to cMRILE for the determination of myocardial scars with a presumed
arrhythmogenic focus, different cut-off values were tested: 1.5 mV
for non-transmural scars and 0.5 mV for dense scars [22]; 1.0 mV
[28], 1.3 mV [23], 1.54 mV [24], 1.55 mV [26], and 1.9 mV [27]
for bipolar maps; and 5.8 mV [23], 6.52 mV [24], 6.9 mV [18],
6.78 mV [26], 6.7 mV [27], and 5.1 mV [28] for unipolar maps.
This reflects the uncertainty of finding the arrhythmogenic focus
with electroanatomical mapping alone and emphasizes the visual
mismatch between the two images in certain cases. In contrast
with these studies, the sample size in our animal study was much
larger (n = 60), but we did not use fusion software. Instead, we
compared the 2D maps of the NOGA images with the 3D LE and
2D transmurality map of the cMRI. Nevertheless, we did not
search for a single focus but rather for an area with reduced
viability.

Limitations
We did not use local linear shortening maps of the NOGA for
delineating of the hibernating myocardium characterized by
preserved viability and decreased segmental wall motion [12],
because of the lower accuracy of the local linear shortening map
and higher discordance with cMRI [9] regarding the segmental
wall motion abnormalities. We overlaid the two images in order to
determine the overlapping accuracies, while other research groups
used 3D fusion software. Accordingly, our method has several
shortcomings in the technique used. The study reports comparisons of 2D transmurality cMRIs and NOGA bipolar maps as well
as comparisons of the 2D projection of the NOGA-derived infarct
size and the 3D cMRI-LE-derived infarct size. However, both
imaging modalities for quantitatively determining infarct size use
11
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standardized image processing functions of the software and are
widely used.
We are aware that there are ongoing efforts to fuse 3D NOGA
endocardial maps and cardiac MRIs to determine the similarities
of infarct location and extent. Although numerous percutaneous
intramyocardial therapy studies are currently underway with the
aim of determining the optimal injection location, currently there
is no commercially available 3D MRI-NOGA fusion software.
The comparisons of cMRI and NOGA polar maps published
previously lack some of the refinements we used, such as
comparison of the transmurality map with the bipolar map and
calculation of the overlapping ratio.
Unfortunately, we could not perform 3D volumetric coregistration of the compared modalities, as currently we do not
have an image-processing tool with which to conduct such a
comparison. The spatial correspondence was ensured by (1)
similar selection of the basal and apical slice positions and (2)
similar orientation of the bull’s eye maps. The definition of sector
orientation was based on manual selection of the right ventricular
insertion point (sector 0) on the most basal MRI slice of the left
ventricular myocardium. A real value of the fusion of the off-line
cMRI-LE and on-table NOGA endocardial mapping would be the
real-time display of the actual catheter position and location of the
intramyocardial therapy on the reconstructed hybrid (cMRI and
NOGA) image; which software is currently not available.
We have included the NOGA-derived volumetric measurements. The similarities between the NOGA-derived and cMRIderived end-diastolic and end-systolic volume and calculated
stroke volume and ejection fraction (Tables 2 and 3) ensure the
acquisition of the entire LV map of the NOGA procedure and also
ensure that the two images are comparable.
The use of 2SD method of cMRI-LE might overestimate the
infarct size, as compared with the 5SD or ‘‘full width at half
maximum’’ (FWHM) method. In our experience, it has not been
the case that the 5SD method better reflects the infarct size
compared to the 2SD approach, and there are data in the
literature that show a higher correlation coefficient for the 2SD
approach than the 5SD approach [33]. The FWHM method
might correlate better with post-mortem measurements, but this

approach has not yet been implemented into the software we used
for our data analysis. Based on the different sampling modes and
standardized segmentation of both MRI (17 segments divided into
6 basal, 6 mid and 5 apical segments) and NOGA (9 segments
divided into 4 basal, 4 mid and 1 apex segments), direct
comparison of segmental mean values to search for a mathematical cut-off for unipolar and bipolar values based on MRI cut-off
values would require extensive digital processing and adaptation of
both images. However, we correlated the unipolar and bipolar
voltage values and calculated different bipolar voltage cut-offs
using ROC analysis. Additionally, we have determined the
optimal bipolar cut-offs using iterative thresholding and calculated
the transmural and non-transmural infarct areas using 3 cut-offs
and compared these results with those of the cMRI-LE data.
However, we did not search unipolar voltage threshold values
based on cMRI-LE images because voltage maps correspond to
myocardial viability and cMRI is not the first-choice imaging
method for viability assessment. Extensive research has been
performed to establish cut-offs for viable, non-viable, and
hibernating myocardium using imaging technologies such as
myocardial scintigraphy and positron emission tomography [9].
We used these literature-based cut-off values to calculate infarct
size.

Conclusions
Our results demonstrate the usefulness of unipolar and bipolar
maps generated using real-time electroanatomical mapping for
targeted intramyocardial regenerative therapy. NOGA mapping
showed good concordance with the off-line gold standard, cMRILE imaging. NOGA mapping may be useful in patients with
contraindications for cMRI who require targeted intramyocardial
regenerative therapy.
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The quantity of cells with paracrine effects for use in myocardial regeneration therapy is limited. This
study investigated the effects of catheter-based endomyocardial delivery of secretome of 2.5 ! 109
apoptotic peripheral blood mononuclear cells (APOSEC) on porcine chronic post-myocardial infarction
(MI) left ventricular (LV) dysfunction and on gene expression. Closed-chest reperfused MI was induced in
pigs by 90-min occlusion followed by reperfusion of the mid-LAD (day 0). At day 30, animals were
randomized to receive porcine APOSEC (n ¼ 8) or medium solution (control; n ¼ 8) injected intramyocardially into the MI border zone using 3D NOGA guidance. At day 60, cardiac MRI with late
enhancement and diagnostic NOGA (myocardial viability) were performed. Gene expression proﬁling of
the infarct core, border zone, and normal myocardium was performed using microarray analysis and
conﬁrmed by quantitative real-time PCR. Injection of APOSEC signiﬁcantly decreased infarct size
(p < 0.05) and improved cardiac index and myocardial viability compared to controls. A trend towards
higher LV ejection fraction was observed in APOSEC vs. controls (45.4 # 5.9% vs. 37.4 # 8.9%, p ¼ 0.052).
Transcriptome analysis revealed signiﬁcant downregulation of caspase-1, tumor necrosis factor and other
inﬂammatory genes in APOSEC-affected areas. rtPCR showed higher expression of myogenic factor Mefc2
(p < 0.05) and downregulated caspase genes (p < 0.05) in APOSEC-treated pigs. In conclusion, overexpression of MEF2c and repression of caspase was related to decreased infarct size and improved
cardiac function in secretome-treated animals. Altered gene expression 1-month post-APOSEC treatment
proved the long-acting effects of cell-free therapy with paracrine factors.
! 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.
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Although great effort has been made to replace infarcted
myocardium with regenerative cells, the current methods have
shown marginal efﬁcacy in clinical applications [1e5]. According to
the ‘dying stem cell’ hypothesis, regenerative stem cells are already
undergoing apoptosis even as they are being delivered into the
ischemic myocardium [4]. Thus, the best way to attenuate infarction may be to induce immunomodulatory mechanisms in a
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paracrine manner [5e8]. We have shown previously that the
secretome of apoptotic peripheral blood cells (APOSEC), which is
derived from large numbers of easily-obtainable peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs), can be used to therapeutically regenerate the myocardium after acute ischemic injury [9e12].
The optimal mode of delivering reparative cells or substances
into the ischemic myocardium (i.e. intracoronary or percutaneous
intramyocardial delivery) is still a matter of debate. Intracoronary
delivery of cells increases the risk of temporary occlusion of the
infarct-related artery and requires active migration of the cells from
the vessel lumen to the injured tissue site [13]. The inherent disadvantages of cell therapy include the obvious limitations of the
relatively small number of autologous adult cells that are available
and the relatively large injection volume of the cells, especially for
intramyocardial application [14,15]. Using APOSEC, which contains
a mixture of cytokines and growth factors, might avoid the disadvantages of cell-based therapies and be more feasible while also
enhancing therapeutic efﬁciency.
Due to the early death of many regenerative cells when injected
into the necrotic core, intramyocardial regenerative therapies
instead target the infarct border zone, which shows signs of hibernating myocardium. Interestingly, some reports have described
the metabolic, proteomic, and genomic differences between the
infarct core and remote (normal) myocardium, but there is no
genomic information about this special border zone of infarction

[16,17]. Furthermore, no studies have investigated the effects of
secretome-based therapies on gene expression in the core and
border zone of myocardial infarction (MI).
We hypothesized that percutaneous intramyocardial delivery of
APOSEC would be safe and effective in a clinically relevant porcine
model of chronic left ventricular (LV) dysfunction after MI. We
further hypothesized that the trophic effect of APOSEC could cause
structural changes, leading to improved hemodynamic function
post-MI via altered gene expression. In our experiments we have
injected APOSEC or placebo locally intramyocardially into the
border zone of infarction using the catheter-based 3D NOGAguided intramyocardial application method and investigated the
LV function, infarct size and gene expression of the ischemic injured
myocardium.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Porcine model of acute MI and APOSEC production
This study used a porcine closed-chest reperfused acute MI model. Domestic
pigs (n ¼ 22) underwent percutaneous 90-min balloon occlusion of the mid-left
anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) followed by reperfusion (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Materials and Methods). APOSEC was produced from pig PBMCs
(Supplementary Materials and Methods). Animal investigations were carried out in
accordance with the “Position of the American Heart Association on Research Animal Use,” as adopted by the AHA on November 11, 1984. The study was approved by
the Ethics Committee on Animal Experimentation at the University of Kaposvar,
Hungary.

Fig. 1. Study design. A. Schematic showing how APOSEC is prepared from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). B. Study design. C. 3D views of the left ventricle derived by
NOGA endocardial mapping and NOGA-guided injection into the border zone of chronic infarction. Brown dots mark the locations of the intramyocardial injections in the border
zone of infarction. Color-coded 3D image (upper) were converted to a 2D polar map (below). Red represents non-viable infarcted myocardium, while green and yellow indicated the
border zone of infarction. Normal viable myocardium is colored blue and purple.
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2.2. Percutaneous intramyocardial delivery of APOSEC or medium solution using 3D
NOGA guidance
One month after MI (day 30; development of scar and LV remodeling; Fig. 1), the
animals were sedated, intubated, and the patency of the infarct-related artery was
conﬁrmed by coronary angiography. LV hemodynamic parameters were measured
via pigtail catheters. NOGA endocardial mapping was performed using a percutaneous NOGA Star catheter (Cordis, Johnson & Johnson, Miami Lakes, FL, USA) as
described previously [18]. After creation of the 3D shape of the LV infarction, the
diagnostic NOGA Star catheter was replaced by a NOGA MyoStar injection catheter
(Cordis, Johnson & Johnson). The pigs were randomized to receive either APOSEC
(derived from 2.5 ! 109 PBMCs, resuspended in 4 ml physiologic saline, 300-ml aliquots) or medium as a control (resuspended lyophilized Cell Growth medium) in
11 " 1 locations of the border zone of infarction using 3D NOGA-guided percutaneous intramyocardial delivery. The animals were allowed to recover. At 60 days
post-infarction (30 days post-injection), control coronary angiography and NOGA
endocardial mapping were performed while the pigs were under general anesthesia.
2.3. Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
Cardiac MRI with late enhancement (LE) was performed 3 days and 60 days after
the reperfused acute MI procedure using a 1.5-T clinical scanner (Avanto, Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) with a phased-array coil and a vector ECG system
(Supplementary Materials and Methods). The LV end-diastolic (EDV) and endsystolic (ESV) volumes, ejection fraction (EF), and infarct size were measured
(Supplemental Materials and Methods) [19].
2.4. LV hemodynamic measurements
LV hemodynamic measurements were performed via pigtail catheter and
included systolic aortic pressure, LV systolic and end-diastolic pressures (EDP), LV
contractility expressed as dP/dt and dP/dt/P, and LV end-diastolic stiffness (LV EDP/
EDV).
2.5. Myocardial viability, infarct transmurality and regional functional assessment
by NOGA
Using the 12-segment polar map analysis principles, the mean unipolar, bipolar,
and local linear shortening values (UPV, BiP, and LLS, respectively) of the injected
areas were calculated and reported as mV or %, respectively.
2.6. Histology
The hearts were explanted at day 60 and sliced, and representative specimens of
normal tissue and of the border zone and infarcted areas were ﬁxed in 10% neutral
buffered formalin, embedded in parafﬁn, sectioned, and stained for hematoxylineosin, angiogenic marker of CD31 and stem cell factor CD117 (Supplemental
Materials and Methods).
2.7. Gene expression analysis using RNA microarrays and real-time PCR (rtPCR)
Tissue samples for RNA extraction were obtained directly from the infarct core,
border zone, and remote myocardium and stored in RNAlater (Qiagen, Germany)
at #20 $ C. Total RNA was isolated from tissue samples using the RNeasy Microarray
Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany). RNA quality was checked on RNA Nano chips
using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer platform (Agilent Technologies).
2.7.1. RNA microarrays
Microarray gene analysis was performed by Miltenyi (Miltenyi Biotec GmbH,
Germany) (Supplemental Materials and Methods). The ﬂuorescence signals of the
hybridized Agilent Microarrays were measured using Agilent’s Microarray Scanner
System (Agilent Technologies) and analyzed using Agilent Feature Extraction Software (FES).
Raw hybridization values were loaded into R (GNU R) using the R-package
limma (v3.14.4) [20,21]. Microarray data have been uploaded to the Gene Expression
Omnibus
database
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?
acc¼GSE47397). Biological interpretation of signiﬁcant gene lists was performed
using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID)
v6 [22]. Data were reported in annotational clusters or as single gene expression,
heat maps, and Venn diagrams.
2.7.2. rtPCR of selected genes
The mRNA of myocardial probes of all 3 regions from both groups of pigs was
reverse transcribed to cDNA (Qiagen, Germany) and expression was quantiﬁed by
rtPCR (Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR System, Life Technologies, USA). The
primers for the target sequences were designed using Primer3 software (http://
primer3.wi.mit.edu/primer3web_help.htm;
Microsynth,
Switzerland)
(Supplemental Table 1). The expression rates of the target genes were normalized to
the geometric means of the housekeeping genes GAPDH, HPRT1, and PPIA, which
were selected as endogenous controls due to their stable expression. The relative
gene expression level was calculated using the DCt method (i.e. expression level
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relative to an endogenous control). The expression changes were calculated relative
to expression levels in the normal myocardium of the same animal.
2.8. Statistics
Continuous data of the two groups of pigs are reported as mean " standard deviation.
Differences between the groups were tested using the Student’s t test for continuous
variables and the c2 test for categorical variables. A difference was considered statistically
signiﬁcant at p < 0.05. Data analyses and interpretations were performed by an experienced observer who was blinded to the randomization and to all study results. Statistical
analysis was performed using SPSS 18.0 (SPSS Inc, USA) software.
For gene array analysis, to test for all comparisons (i.e. differences between regions of interest: normal, border, and infarct and APOSEC vs. control) a linear model
for each gene was ﬁtted and the estimated coefﬁcients and standard errors for these
contrasts were computed. Subsequently, moderated t-statistics, moderated F-statistics, and the log-odds of differential expression were calculated by empirical
Bayes shrinkage of the standard errors towards a common value. False discovery
rates (FDR) below 5% were considered statistically signiﬁcant for each comparison.
Higher FDR cut-offs were used for some contrasts, especially for the use of the gene
lists for biological interpretation. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was performed with the Euclidean distance as the distance function and the Ward algorithm
in R, using centered and scaled log2 expression values. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was also performed for centered and scaled values.

3. Results
3.1. Effect of APOSEC on infarct size and hemodynamics
Six pigs died during the reperfused MI procedure (n ¼ 5) or 2
days later (n ¼ 1). The remaining 16 pigs were randomized to the
APOSEC group (n ¼ 8) or to the control group (n ¼ 8).
Figs. 2 and 3 show the 3-day and ﬁnal MRI data. Compared to
control animals, the APOSEC-treated animals had signiﬁcantly
smaller infarcts (13.92 " 1.34% vs. 21.58 " 2.09%, p < 0.05) and a
signiﬁcantly higher cardiac index (4.40 " 3.94 l/min/m2 vs.
3.07 " 2.35 l/min/m2, p < 0.05). There was also a trend towards a
higher EF (45.4 " 5.9% vs. 37.4 " 8.0%, p ¼ 0.052) and signiﬁcant
changes in LV EF from baseline to follow-up (FUP) in the APOSECtreated vs. control animals. The area at risk as measured by MRI
at day 3 was similar in the two groups (46 " 9% vs. 45 " 10% of the
entire LV myocardium).
The baseline, pre-injection, and post-injection hemodynamic
data was not different between the groups (data not shown).
Signiﬁcantly lower EDP and end-diastolic stiffness was measured in
the APOSEC group at the ﬁnal FUP (Fig. 3). Infarct transmurality, as
assessed by MRI and NOGA bipolar maps, showed smaller transmural infarctions in the APOSEC-treated pigs (Fig. 2). The APOSECtreated animals had signiﬁcantly higher UPV and BiP values for the
treated area with a trend towards higher LLS (Fig. 4).
3.2. Angiogenesis and homing of endogenous c-kit positive cells in
the border zone of experimental MI
There was a signiﬁcant increase in the number of CD31þ cells in
the APOSEC group in the border zone of infarction, indicating
enhanced angiogenesis (Fig. 5). The CD31þ cell density per DAPI
positive cells in the infarct and border zone were 15.3 " 1.9% vs.
12.6 " 4.5% and 19.9 " 1.8% vs. 11.3 " 3.2% in the APOSEC vs. controls. Signiﬁcantly (p < 0.05) higher numbers of CD117þ cells were
found in infarct core (2.0 " 0.9% vs. 0.6 " 0.7%) and border area
(3.0 " 1.4% vs. 0.9 " 0.8%) in APOSEC-pigs suggesting enhanced
accumulation of endogenous cardiac stem cells as compared with
medium-treated animals.
3.3. Gene expression differences between APOSEC- and mediumtreated animals
Differential gene expression of infarcted, border zone, and
remote myocardium in the chronic failing hearts before treatment is
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Fig. 2. Left ventricular function and infarct transmurality assessed by MRI and NOGA. A. Short axis views of follow-up (FUP) late enhancement (LE) magnetic resonance images
show end-diastolic (EDV) and end-systolic (ESV) contours with LE 30 days after percutaneous intramyocardial injection of APOSEC or medium solution. Note the reduced ventricular
volumes and infarct area in an APOSEC-treated pig. B. Bull’s eye plots of LE-MRI data demonstrating treatment effects in representative APOSEC-treated (top row) and mediumtreated (control) pigs (bottom row). Note that segmental infarct transmurality is reduced in the FUP images of an APOSEC-treated pig, while slight enlargement of the infarct area is
seen in a medium solution-treated pig. The following segments are affected: middle anterior, middle anteroseptal, apical anterior, and apical septal. Left and middle panels:
segmental infarct transmurality in 3-day and 30 days after injection (FUP, day-60) MR images. Transmurality was measured as the percentage of the LE area (i.e. the scar) relative to
the volume of the corresponding myocardial segment. Right panels: treatment effects as visualized by differences between FUP and day-3 segmental measurements. Positive values
refer to growing segmental infarct transmurality (red) while negative values indicate reduced infarct transmurality (blue). C. Bull’s eye plots of NOGA bipolar (transmurality) maps
at baseline (injection) and FUP corresponding to the MRI polar plots (B) in the same APOSEC- and control pigs. Red represents greater infarct transmurality.

shown in the Supplemental Results. PCA and hierarchical clustering
of the gene expression patterns of the corresponding myocardial
areas in APOSEC- and medium-treated animals revealed 10 genes in
the infarct core and 23 genes in the globally treated areas (infarct
core and border zone) that showed signiﬁcantly different expression
compared to remote myocardium (Fig. 6, Table 1). Systematic and
integrative gene analysis using DAVID Bioinformatics Resources
identiﬁed and classiﬁed only a portion of the signiﬁcantly up and
downregulated genes (11 of 23 genes, 47.8%). Due to the expression
of single genes in several pathways, these genes could not be classiﬁed into unique clusters. There was signiﬁcant downregulation of
apoptosis-, inﬂammation-, and lipid metabolism-associated genes.
This included repression of caspase-1 (apoptosis-related cysteine
peptidase and interleukin 1-beta-convertase), tumor necrosis factor
alpha (TNF-alpha), stromal derived factor (SDF)2-like protein 1
(endoplasmic reticulum stress-inducible gene), arachidonate 15lipoxygenase (lipid metabolism), uroplakin 1B (coding a transmembrane protein), claudin 3 (tight junction protein), and other
genes that were not characterized further.
Using less-stringent criteria (FDR <10%), additional 53 genes
were detected that showed different expression levels in the
APOSEC group vs. the control group. Of these, 24 genes were

identiﬁed by the functional annotation analysis (Table 1). Six of the
24 genes were overexpressed, while 18 were repressed.
The APOSEC-affected myocardial area showed upregulation of
insulin-like growth factor (an angiogenic growth factor), Kruppellike factor (a regulator of vascular tone and homeostasis and an
anti-atherogenic), myozenin (a gamma-ﬁlamin and alpha-actininbinding protein in skeletal muscles), and a gene similar to glyceronephosphate O-acyltransferase (thought to protect cells from
oxidative stress). In contrast, some of the downregulated genes
belonged to the inﬂammatory and immune system superfamily:
killer cell lectin-like receptor subfamily K, cystatin F, ectonucleoside
triphosphate diphosphohydrolase 1, CD2, complement component
1 q subcomponent, A-chain, C-X-C motif ligand 9 and 10, C-type
lectin domain family 5, member A, CD247, and beta-2 microglobulin. Other downregulated genes included some involved in
lipid metabolism (a scavenger receptor for phosphatidylserine and
oxidized low density lipoprotein), a histocompatibility antigen
(MHC class II DR-alpha), a structural matrix protein (ameloblastin),
and other less well characterized genes (suppression-inducing
transmembrane adapter 1).
If FDR <20% was used (data available at the GEO homepage),
additional annotated overexpressed genes in the border area of
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Fig. 3. MRI results. Ejection fraction (EF) at day 3 (BASE) and at day 60 (follow-up; FUP) showing a signiﬁcant increase in EF at FUP in the APOSEC-treated pigs (n ¼ 8) compared to
the control pigs (n ¼ 8). The APOSEC-treated pigs showed signiﬁcantly smaller infarct size and better cardiac indexes. There was signiﬁcantly lower end-diastolic pressure and enddiastolic stiffness in the APOSEC-treated group. *p < 0.05.

APOSEC-treated animals belonged to 42 clusters (an additional
686 genes). These clusters included genes involved in purine
metabolism (phosphodiesterase 3A, 4A, and 4B, pyruvate kinase),
in the cell cycle (e.g. ﬁzzy/cell division cycle 20 related 1), in the
calcium signaling pathway (adrenergic beta-1 receptor, nitric
oxide synthase 2, inducible, calmodulin), and in regulation of the
actin cytoskeleton (ﬁbronectin receptor, vinculin/cell adhesion
related gene/). The clusters also included other cardiac-related
genes, such as myocardin (important for cardiomyocyte survival
and maintenance), GATA-binding protein 4 (transcription factor
needed for normal heart development), and adrenergic beta-1
receptor. The main clusters of downregulated genes in the
border zone of the APOSEC-treated animals included genes
responsible for toll-like receptor pathways (CD40 molecule, CD86
molecule, chemokine ligands, interleukin-1 receptor-associated
kinase 4, and toll-like receptor 3 and 7, which are responsible for
the innate immune response and mediation of ischemic/reperfusion injury), and genes involved in cardiomyopathy (transforming growth factor beta).
3.4. rtPCR
rtPCR analysis of mRNA expression in the border zone of
infarction in the APOSEC-treated animals conﬁrmed that there was
signiﬁcant overexpression of the cardiac myogenesis and vascular
development gene, myocyte-speciﬁc enhancer factor 2C (MEF2c),
and repression of the apoptosis regulator caspase-3 (Fig. 6). In the
border zone, there was a trend towards higher expression (p < 0.1)
of angiogenic regulatory factor hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha
and transcription factor GATA-4 in the APOSEC group compared

with the control group. There were no signiﬁcant differences between the groups in terms of the expressions of genes involved in
stem cell homing (CXCR12), the transcription factor myogenin, and
the extracellular matrix proteins matrix metalloproteinase-9 and
transforming growth factor beta.
4. Discussion
Here we demonstrated that 3D NOGA-guided injection of
APOSEC is safe, feasible, and effective. APOSEC injection was associated with an enhanced vascular density and homing of c-kitþ
endogenous stem cells in the peri-infarct and infarcted area, with a
reduction of infarct size, and with a signiﬁcant increase in LV EF
contractile function. Gene proﬁling analysis of the APOSEC-treated
myocardial areas revealed that there was downregulation of inﬂammatory and apoptotic genes. Post-hoc validation of gene
expression by rtPCR showed higher expression levels of myogenic
factor and Mefc2 and robust downregulation of apoptosis regulator
caspase-3.
We previously showed that similar to the secretome of
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [23], APOSEC contains antiapoptotic and regenerative factors that promote angiogenesis and
myocardial repair [11,12]. In contrast to MSCs, PBMCs contain
different types of mononuclear cells. However, one big advantage of
PBMCs is that the available autologous cells are numerous. Even if
ex vivo cell culture expansion of MSCs might provide sufﬁcient
quantities of secretome, the biological characteristics of the MSC
secretome depend on the number of passage of the cells with
possibility to chromosome variability after passage 4, and on the
cell donor, making it difﬁcult to standardize secretome production
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Fig. 4. NOGA results and representative NOGA images. A. Baseline (BASE) and follow-up (FUP) unipolar voltage (an index of myocardial viability) of the injected area of APOSEC- and
medium-treated (control) pigs. At FUP (day-60), the APOSEC group had signiﬁcantly higher unipolar voltage values (left) and bipolar voltage (index of infarct transmurality) values.
There were trends towards higher local linear shortening voltage values (an index of segmental wall motion) at FUP. B. Representative NOGA images show the injection points
around the infarcted area in APOSEC- and medium-treated pigs. The infarcted area is visibly smaller at FUP in the APOSEC-pigs, indicating that ventricular remodeling was reduced
in these animals. Color coding is as deﬁned in Fig. 1.

in large amount. Notably, a pre-deﬁned mixture of known regenerative factors did not exert effects that were similar to those of the
naturally derived secretome [23].
Our experiments investigated changes in the gene expression
proﬁle of the host tissue (ischemically injured myocardial cells)
after direct contact with the injected mixture of paracrine factors
(APOSEC). Even if reparative cells in cell-based therapies that are
delivered to the ischemic area produce numerous signaling molecules, such as matrix proteins and anti-inﬂammatory and angiogenic substances, the host tissue response is the crucial factor in
myocardial tissue regeneration.
Changes in gene expression in ischemic cells depend on the
severity of the injury. Interestingly, APOSEC mainly caused gene
silencing in the pro-inﬂammatory cascade along with, to a lesser
extent, some gene induction. However, it is important to note that

almost half of the downregulated genes, and none of the upregulated genes, had currently known functions. These latter genes
might belong to metabolic, angiogenic, or myogenic functional
clusters that cause synergistic regenerative processes as demonstrated by infarct size reduction and prevention of ventricular
remodeling.
4.1. APOSEC induces long-lasting differences in gene expression
Although the studies were exploratory, previous analyses of the
gene expression proﬁles of chronically infarcted, reperfused, and
remodeled ischemic myocardium identiﬁed functional uni- or
bimodal genes with known functions [24e30]. The published data,
which are mostly from studies conducted in rodent MI models, are
heterogeneous in terms of the number and type of differentially-
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Fig. 5. Angiogenic effect of APOSEC. AeD. H&E stained porcine myocardium 60 days after induction of myocardial infarction and treated with intramyocardial injection of APOSEC
or medium (infarct core A and C, /40! magnification/, and border zone of infarction B and D, /10! magniﬁcation/, respectively). EeH. Immunoﬂuorescence CD31þ staining of the
infarct core (E and G) and border areas (F and H) of an APOSEC or medium-treated pig, respectively. Red indicates CD31þ cells, counterstaining with DAPI. IeL. CD117 (c-kitþ)
immunoﬂuorescence staining of the infarct core (I and K) and border areas (J and L) of an APOSEC or medium-treated pig, respectively. Green color represents CD117þ cells,
counterstained with DAPI. M and N. APOSEC-treated pigs show a higher density of CD31þ and CD117þ cells both in infarct core and border areas, indicating enhanced level of
microvascularization and homing of endogenous c-kitþ cardiac stem cells (*p < 0.05).

expressed genes. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst report on gene
expression proﬁles in closed-chest reperfused MI and also the ﬁrst
report to describe molecular biological changes in remote and
infarcted myocardium and in the border zone of infarction
(Supplemental Discussion).
Locally injected APOSEC contains paracrine factors proven to be
anti-inﬂammatory, leading to repression of active pro-inﬂammatory
genes, such as genes coding for TNF-alpha, SDF2-like protein 1, and
caspase-1. However, several genes that showed signiﬁcantly
changed expression are currently not assigned to known function.
The expansion of the FDR <5% cut-off to a FDR <10% cut-off gave
more information about changes in gene expression in APOSECtreated areas. Speciﬁcally, this less-stringent cut-off identiﬁed
several relevant genes with altered expression. There was upregulation of angiogenic factors and other vascular tone and homeostasis
regulators and repression of pro-inﬂammatory genes such as complement components and histocompatibility antigens.
4.2. Comparison with literature data
In contrast to the large animal model of reperfused MI used
here, Jameel et al. surgically ligated the ﬁrst and second diagonal
branches of LAD of mini-swine and immediately injected 50 million
bone marrow-derived multipotent progenitor cells [31]. This surgical cell transplantation resulted in a marked improvement in EF
(51.2% vs. 35.7%) and in a decrease in infarct size (4.6% vs. 8.6%) at
the 4-month FUP in treated vs. control groups, respectively,

without engraftment of the cells. Gene expression analysis revealed
41 downregulated and 11 upregulated genes in the cell transplantation group; the authors attributed these changes to the
paracrine effects of the injected cells. There was also downregulation of genes in the inﬂammatory pathway, similar to what
was seen in our experiments. The differences between the gene
expression pathways identiﬁed in the two studies may due to the
use of different MI models and treatments as well as to the presence of different paracrine mediators.
Similar to the MSC secretome [23], the secretome of apoptotic
PBMCs (i.e. APOSEC) has the potential to block apoptosis and local
inﬂammation, enhancing neoangiogenesis and limiting infarct
expansion and remodeling. Through overexpression of regulatory
genes at the FDR <10% level, such as Kruppel-like factor and
myozenin, it is possible that APOSEC acts to restore vascular and
muscle homeostasis. We did not see changes in any genes that are
known to contribute to endogenous regeneration via the mobilization and homing of cardiac or bone marrow stem cells, such as
genes coding for SDF-1 or for chemotactic cytokines. There is also
the question of the importance of isolated gene expression i.e.
expression of genes that are not functionally related to each other
or that are in different pathways. However, small changes in the
function of a key gene can act as a signal that triggers a biologically
relevant effect.
rtPCR of selected genes conﬁrmed the signiﬁcant repression of
the apoptosis regulator caspase-3. The increase in expression of
hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha and GATA-4 in the border zone of
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Fig. 6. Gene array analysis of differential expression of gene clusters in APOSEC-treated and medium-treated pigs in the infarct core and treated region (infarct core and border zone). A. Comparison of genes with signiﬁcantly different
expression levels [false discovery rate (FDR) 5%] in infarct (left) and treated regions (right; infarct core and border zone) of APOSEC- and medium-treated pigs (clustered and reported as a heat map). Name of genes: 1 ¼ similar to
LOC513955 protein; 2 ¼ CD209 molecule; 3 ¼ n.i.; 4 ¼ claudin 3; 5 ¼ n.i.; 6 ¼ similar to trichohyalin; 7 ¼ arachidonate 15-lipoxygenase; 8 ¼ epididymal secretory protein; 9 ¼ CD209 molecule; 10 ¼ uroplakin 1B; 11 ¼ n.i.; 12 ¼ n.i.; 13
¼ n.i.; 14 ¼ similar to trichohyalin; 15 ¼ similar to Uncharacterized protein CXorf21 homolog; 16 ¼ n.i.; 17 ¼ caspase 1. apoptosis-related cysteine peptidase (interleukin 1. beta. convertase); 18 ¼ n.i.; 19 ¼ n.i.; 20 ¼ tumor necrosis factor
(ligand) superfamily member 13b; 21 ¼ similar to Stromal cell-derived factor 2-like protein 1 precursor (SDF2-like protein 1) (PWP1-interacting protein 8); 22 ¼ similar to LOC513955 protein; 23 ¼ arachidonate 15-lipoxygenase; 24 ¼
n.i.; 25 ¼ epididymal secretory protein; 26 ¼ uroplakin 1B; 27 ¼ n.i.; 28 ¼ n.i.; 29 ¼ n.i.; 30 ¼ n.i.; 31 ¼ claudin 3; 32 ¼ similar to Protein S100-A2 (S100 calcium-binding protein A2) (Protein S-100L); 33 ¼ n.i. n.i. ¼ not identiﬁed genes.
B. Results of real-time PCR analysis of the expression of selected genes in APOSEC- and medium-treated pigs: HIF1-a: hypoxia-inducible factor 1-a; MMP-9: matrix metalloproteinase-9, CXCL12: chemokine (C_X_C motif) ligand-12;
MEF2c: myocyte-speciﬁc enhancer factor 2c; MYOG: myogenin; GATA-4: zinc ﬁnger transcription factor that binds to the DNA sequence “GATA”-4; TGF-beta3: transforming growth factor-beta3. Y axis: expression level normalized to
gene expression of the normal myocardium. Each group: n ¼ 8. *p < 0.05.
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Table 1
Up and downregulated genes of the infarct core and combined treated (infarct core and border zone) areas in the APOSEC-treated animals.
Systematic name
Infarct core FDR5%
NM_001129972
NM_213931
ENSSSCT00000010283
NM_001160075
ENSSSCT00000013027
NM_001123212
TC533994
ENSSSCT00000008105
XM_001927650
Combined treated areas
NM_214162
NM_001097498
ENSSSCT00000010283
NM_001160075
ENSSSCT00000013346
NM_001123212
ENSSSCT00000011046
ENSSSCT00000007208
ENSSSCT00000008105
XM_001927650
NM_213931
TC520240
ENSSSCT00000013027
AK233548
ENSSSCT00000011046
AK230687
ENSSSCT00000011934
A_72_P409998
TC601625
TC591961
TC540937
TC526711
AK232497
Combined treated areas
NM_214037
DQ845172
NM_213990
NM_213776
NM_214155
NM_001008691
NM_001114289
NM_001003924
NM_214153
NM_214000
NM_213813
NM_001097415
NM_001113706
NM_213811
ENSSSCT00000007803
AK232017

NM_001001632
NM_213883
NM_001134346
NM_001025222
ENSSSCT00000007708
ENSSSCT00000011141
AY609888
AY609888

Log fold changes

!1.426
!3.367
!0.675
!0.798
!2.047
!1.081
!1.573
!1.249
!0.847
FDR5%
!1.887
!0.753
!0.815
!0.949
!1.18
!1.287
!1.623

Adjusted P value

Name of gene

Regulation in
APOSEC group

0.029
0.038
<0.001
<0.001
0.005
0.001
0.043
0.016
0.002

CD209 molecule
Arachidonate 15-lipoxygenase
Similar to LOC513955 protein
Claudin 3
n.i.
Uroplakin 1B
n.i.
Epididymal secretory protein
Similar to trichohyalin

Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down

Caspase 1-apoptosis-related cysteine peptidase (interleukin 1-beta-convertase)
Tumor necrosis factor (ligand) superfamily member 13b
Similar to LOC513955 protein
Claudin 3
Similar to uncharacterized protein CXorf21 homolog
Uroplakin 1B
Similar to stromal cell-derived factor 2-like protein 1 precursor (SDF2-like protein 1)
(PWP1-interacting protein 8)
Similar to Protein S100-A2 (S100 calcium-binding protein A2) (Protein S-100L)
Epididymal secretory protein
Similar to trichohyalin
Arachidonate 15-lipoxygenase
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.
n.i.

Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down

Ameloblastin
Beta-2-microglobulin
C-type lectin domain family 5, member A
CD2 molecule
CD247 molecule
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 10
Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 9
Complement component 1, q subcomponent, A-chain
Ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase 1
Haptoglobin
Killer cell lectin-like receptor subfamily K, member 1
Lymphocyte antigen 86
MHC class II DR-alpha
Scavenger receptor for phosphatidylserine and oxidized low density lipoprotein
Similar to cystatin F
Similar to signaling threshold-regulating transmembrane adapter 1 precursor
(suppression-inducing transmembrane adapter 1) (SHP2-interacting
transmembrane adapter protein) (gp30/40)
Tropomyosin 3
Insulin-like growth factor 2 (somatomedin A)
Kruppel-like factor 11
Myozenin 1
Prion protein
Similar to glyceronephosphate O-acyltransferase
Similar to NAD(P) dependent steroid dehydrogenase-like
Similar to NAD(P) dependent steroid dehydrogenase-like

Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down

0.029
0.015
0.003
0.005
0.007
0.01
0.014

!2.936
0.015
!1.249
0.016
!0.908
0.022
!3.367
0.038
!1.61
0.047
!2.617
0.013
!1.097
0.015
!1.297
0.015
!2.509
0.015
!1.895
0.016
0.929
0.007
1.154
0.013
0.592
0.015
2.522
0.015
3.032
0.029
2.857
0.04
FDR between 5% and 10%
!1.42
0.093
!1.5
0.097
!1.51
0.093
!1.26
0.093
!1.18
0.093
!3.35
0.093
!3.97
0.097
!1.89
0.093
!1.32
0.093
!0.95
0.008
!2.46
0.063
!0.81
0.089
!1.64
0.093
!2.36
0.076
!1.72
0.081
!2.63
0.097
!1.45
3.05
1.41
1.39
0.92
1.01
0.67
0.78

0.08
0.063
0.093
0.097
0.093
0.093
0.081
0.097

Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up

Down
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up

Further not identiﬁed genes at FDR 5-10%: downregulated: EW261758, NM_001243319, AK397775, DN121339, TC533994, TC544302, L21161, ENSSSCT00000000690,
NM_001161643, ENSSSCT00000005170, A_72_P418159, A_72_P418159, AK394244, TC594134, TC569821, CK451290, TC608152, AK230519, TC591665, TC544851,
NM_001256770, TC555560, ENSSSCT00000017072, A_72_P773461, TC611786, AK239173; and upregulated in APOSEC-treated animals: TC543654, TC614889, BX923234,
AK349090.
FDR: false discovery rate, n.i.: not identiﬁed genes.
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infarction showed trend towards higher expression in APOSECtreated animals. MEF2c expression was induced and showed signiﬁcant overexpression in the gene array when FDR <20% was used.
4.3. Limitations
Control animals received local intramyocardial injections of
medium solution, therefore the gene expression might be different
from that in non-treated infarcted animals. Therefore it is not
appropriate to conduct a direct comparison of our “medium-solution-treated” control group with literature data that describe gene
patterns in rodent ischemic/reperfusion hearts [30] or in rodent or
pig chronic ischemia/infarction models using placebo, sham operation or no treatment in control animals [25e28,31].
Macroscopic identiﬁcation of the real border zone of the
infarction at day 60 that corresponds to the injected area at day 30
is crucial for obtaining valuable information from the experiments.
In this study, localizing the LAD segment close to the origin of the
second diagonal branch where the occlusion was made previously
and identifying the margin of the infarcted area proved technically
feasible. In addition, the differences in the gene expression proﬁles
in the normal, border, and infarct areas conﬁrmed that these areas
were sampled correctly.
5. Conclusions
APOSEC attenuates chronic myocardial ischemia-induced ventricular remodeling in a clinically relevant large animal model.
Speciﬁcally, APOSEC induced long-lasting differences in gene
expression that led to silencing of genes involved in apoptosis and
inﬂammation. The gene proﬁling results identiﬁed genes that
represent targets for anti-remodeling and anti-ischemic therapy.
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Supplemental Information
Pavo et al.
Long-acting beneficial effect of percutaneously intramyocardially delivered secretome of
apoptotic peripheral blood cells on porcine chronic ischemic left ventricular dysfunction

Supplemental Results
Differential gene expression in the infarcted, border zone, and remote myocardium in a
chronic failing heart animal model
There were a total of 8,135 genes that showed significantly different expression in the infarct
core vs. normal areas; of these, 1,751 (21.5%) genes were identified with the DAVID
software, and 1,108 of the genes had known functions. There were a total of 6,020 genes that
showed significantly different expression in the infarct core vs. the border zone; of these,
1,356 (22.5%) genes were identified with the DAVID software, and 873 of the genes had
known functions. Supplemental Tables 2 and 3 list the functional annotation clusters of genes
with significantly different expression in the infarct core vs. the remote myocardium and also
in the border zone vs. the infarct core.
Supplemental Figure 1 shows the hierarchical clustering (heat maps) of the up- and
downregulated genes in the infarct core vs. the remote myocardium and in the border zone vs.
the infarct core. Most of the genes that were downregulated in the infarct core vs. the remote
myocardium were clustered into metabolic pathways, such as mitochondrial and oxidative
phosphorylation pathways. Other clusters of structural genes were also identified, such as
genes involved in membrane-related ion transport pathways and cardiac muscle contraction
pathways (ATPase, cytochrome, voltage-dependent calcium-channels, tropomyosin 1, and
troponin I). Most of the genes that were upregulated in the infarct core vs. in remote tissue
were classified as degradation enzymes, such as proteases or peptidases.
The border zone of infarction differed from the infarct core in that there were several
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genes in metabolic clusters that were significantly upregulated (Supplemental Table 3 and
Fig. 1), including mitochondrial, structural organelle membrane, and cardiac muscle
contraction gene clusters (somewhat similar to the normal myocardium) (Supplemental Fig.
1).

Supplemental Discussion
Genetic alterations in the infarcted myocardium
Although the studies were exploratory, previous analyses of the gene expression profiles of
chronically infarcted, reperfused, and remodeled ischemic myocardium identified functional
uni- or bimodal genes (24) with known function. The published data, which were mostly from
studies conducted in rodent AMI models, are heterogeneous in terms of the number and type
of differentially expressed genes.
In a rodent model of chronic AMI without reperfusion, 37 genes showed differential
expression compared with the non-affected myocardium of sham-operated rats (25) at 8weeks FUP. The authors also reported the time-dependent expression of 12 genes post-AMI
(26). In contrast, Stanton et al. described 731 cDNA clones with time-dependent, altered
expression after partial surgical ligation of the left coronary tree in rats. These clones were
classified into several clusters, including cell signaling, protein expression, gene expression,
metabolism, cell/organism defense, cell division, and structure and motility clusters (27). In
diabetic rats, chronic coronary occlusion resulted in the upregulation of 770 genes and the
downregulation of 451 genes compared with non-diabetic rats with the same coronary
procedure; unfortunately, the report did not mention the level of significance for the
differentially expressed genes (28). In pigs, chronic surgical coronary occlusion of the left
circumflex coronary artery resulted in the identification of more than 1000 genes that showed
time-dependent differential expression. These genes were classified into several clusters and
canonical pathways, such as cardiogenesis and apoptosis (29).
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Compared with sham-operated rats, reperfusion after 30-min occlusion of the LAD
induced the expression of 119 and 590 genes 2- and 7-days post-ischemia/reperfusion,
respectively, and downregulated the expression of 38 and 286 genes, respectively, at 5% FDR
(30). Hierarchical cluster images represented 3 major categories: extracellular matrix,
apoptosis, and inflammation.
In our study, chronic ischemic LV dysfunction in pigs was induced using catheter-based,
reperfused AMI, which mimics primary percutaneous coronary intervention in human AMI.
This led to the differential expression of 1,108 genes in the infarcted vs. the remote
myocardium and also to the identification of 873 genes with differential expression in the
border zone vs. the infarcted core. To our knowledge, this is the first report of gene
expression profiling of closed-chest reperfused AMI that describes the molecular biological
changes between remote and infarcted myocardium and the border zone of infarction. The
differences in gene expression profiles between the infarct core and the border areas were
associated with metabolic gene clusters, structural organelle membrane genes, and cardiac
muscle contraction genes, thus confirming the survival potential of cells in this ischemic
infarct-adjacent area.
Interestingly, we found several genes that were overexpressed in the infarct core (“dead”
cells) compared with cells in the remote healthy area. This highlights the ongoing endogenous
regenerative potential of apoptotic/necrotic cells to restore living cell morphology and
function.
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Supplemental Figure
Gene expression differences between infarct core and border zone in chronic ischemic
left ventricular dysfunction
A. Functional annotation hierarchical clustering of the genes (heat maps) upregulated
(red) and downregulated (green) in the infarct core compared to remote myocardium
(left) and in the border zone compared to infarct core (right). Columns represent
different samples from the remote myocardium, border zone and myocardial
infarction, while rows represent different genes. Scaled and centered log2-expression
values are displayed in green and red according to the color scale on the top.
B. Venn diagram illustrates the number of common (intersection of circles) or unique
identified genes in the comparisons of normal (N) vs. infarcted and border zone (B)
vs. infarcted areas. All common genes are similarly up- (red) or downregulated (green)
in the infarcted myocardium.
C. Canonical pathway of the muscle contraction genes significantly upregulated (red) in
the border zone of infarction as compared to infarct core. TnI: troponin I,;TPM:
tropomyosin; Cyto: Cytochrome b and c;

NHX: Na+/H+ antiporter; DHPR:

dihydropyridine receptor gene; ATP: ATPase N+/K+ transporting genes
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Supplemental Tables
Supplemental Table 1. Primer list of the rtPCR
Accession Forward sequence
number
(5'-3')

Reverse sequence
(5'-3')

Gene

Name

HPRT1

Hypoxanthine
phosphoribosyltransfera NM_00103
se 1
2376.2

CCC AGC GTC GTG
ATT AGT GA

ATC TCG AGC AAG
CCG TTC AG

PPIA

Peptidylprolyl isomerase NM_21435
A (cyclophilin A)
3.1

GTC TTC TTC GAC
ATC GCC GT

GAPDH

Glyceraldehyde-3phosphate
dehydrogenase

Ampli
con
E [%]
[bp]

131

89

TCC TTT CTC CCC
AGT GCT CA

120

95

TCC ACC CAC GGC
AAG TTC CAC

ATG TTG GCG
GGA TCT CGC TCC
T

104

109

ACC TGA GCC TAA
CAG TCC CAG TG

114

88

HIF1alpha

Hypoxia inducible factor NM_00112
1, alpha subunit
3124.1

TTC TTT GCC TCT
GTG TCT TCA GCA
A

MMP9

Matrix metallopeptidase NM_00103
9
8004.1

CGG GAG ACC TAC
GAA CCA AT

TTT CTG TCG GTC
ATC TCG GC

97

108

GGG ATT GAG ACG
GAC AGT GG

TGA ACC AGG ATC
CGT CCT TTG

136

95

CASP3

Caspase 3, apoptosisrelated cysteine
peptidase

112

91

NM_00120
6359.1

NM_21413
1.1

CxCl12

Chemokine (C-X-C
motif) ligand 12

NM_00100
9580.1

GTG GCA CGG CTG
AAG AGC AAC

GGC CCG AGA
GAG TGG GAC
TGG

MEF2C

Myocyte enhancer
factor 2C

NM_00104
4540.1

TAA CAT GCC GCC
ATC CGC CC

ATC CTC TCG GTC
GCT GCC GT

151

97

MYOG

Myogenin (myogenic
factor 4)

NM_00101
2406.1

GCC AGG GGT GCC ATG ATC CCC TGG
CAG TGA ATG
GTT GGG GC

94

121

GATA4

GATA binding protein 4

NM_21429
3.1

AGA AAA CGG AAG
CCC AAG AAC

CCA CAC TGC
TGG AGT TGC TG

109

95

TGFBR3

Transforming growth
factor, beta receptor III

NM_21427
2.1

ATG GAC CTC TAC
ACC ACG GA

CGA GTA CGG
GGA GAT GAA GC

153

95

!
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Supplemental Table 2. Up and downregulated gene clusters in the infarct core compared to remote myocardium

Upregulated gene clusters in infarct core vs remote myocardium
Cluster 1

Enrichment Score: 7,02

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

ssc03010:Ribosome

28

3.37

4.08

3.11E-10

ribosomal protein

25

3.00

3.40

7.92E-07

GO:0003735~structural constituent of
ribosome

25

3.00

3.17

5.56E-06

GO:0005840~ribosome

25

3.00

2.98

9.37E-06

GO:0006412~translation

26

3.13

2.87

6.61E-05

ribonucleoprotein

23

2.76

3.12

3.69E-05

GO:0005198~structural molecule
activity

35

4.21

2.25

3.38E-04

GO:0030529~ribonucleoprotein
complex

25

3.00

2.55

4.91E-04

GO:0043232~intracellular nonmembrane-bounded organelle

47

5.65

1.74

4.78E-03

GO:0043228~non-membranebounded organelle

47

5.65

1.74

4.78E-03

Cluster 2

Enrichment Score: 2.73

Term

Count %

IPR016060:Complement control
module

11

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni
1.32

3.59

Cluster 3

Enrichment Score: 2.72

Term

Count %

GO:0004197~cysteine-type
endopeptidase activity

13

1.06E-01

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni
1.56

3.88

2.53E-03

!
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GO:0008234~cysteine-type peptidase
activity

14

1.68

3.23

Cluster 4

Enrichment Score: 2.16

Term

Count %

1.77E-02

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

ssc04142:Lysosome

22

2.64

2.64

2.51E-03

thiol protease

12

1.44

3.26

6.40E-02

Cluster 5

Enrichment Score: 2.03

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

ssc04514:Cell adhesion molecules
(CAMs)

26

3.13

2.49

1.18E-03

ssc05416:Viral myocarditis

19

2.28

2.64

1.15E-02

ssc04672:Intestinal immune network
for IgA production

16

1.92

2.80

2.48E-02

DOWNregulated genes in infarct core vs remote myocardium
Cluster 1

Enrichment Score: 13.6

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0005739~mitochondrion

64

6.91

3.95

1.90E-27

mitochondrion

55

5.94

3.69

6.37E-20

transit peptide

27

2.92

3.85

5.51E-09

transit peptide:Mitochondrion

27

2.92

3.47

8.37E-08

GO:0031980~mitochondrial lumen

13

1.40

4.05

1.06E-03

GO:0005759~mitochondrial matrix

13

1.40

4.05

1.06E-03

!
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Cluster 2

Enrichment Score: 12.22

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0005739~mitochondrion

64

6.91

3.95

1.90E-27

GO:0044429~mitochondrial part

45

4.86

4.37

8.30E-21

mitochondrion

55

5.94

3.69

6.37E-20

ssc00190:Oxidative phosphorylation

39

4.21

4.22

8.97E-16

GO:0005740~mitochondrial envelope

33

3.56

4.55

3.10E-15

ssc05012:Parkinson's disease

40

4.32

3.98

5.90E-15

GO:0031966~mitochondrial
membrane

31

3.35

4.59

1.88E-14

GO:0031975~envelope

35

3.78

3.91

4.32E-13

GO:0031967~organelle envelope

35

3.78

3.91

4.32E-13

GO:0031090~organelle membrane

41

4.43

3.20

1.57E-11

GO:0019866~organelle inner
membrane

23

2.48

5.05

2.06E-11

GO:0005743~mitochondrial inner
membrane

23

2.48

5.05

2.06E-11

ssc05016:Huntington's disease

36

3.89

3.18

3.33E-09

mitochondrion inner membrane

17

1.84

4.62

1.48E-06

ssc05010:Alzheimer's disease

34

3.67

2.66

4.08E-06

GO:0015077~monovalent inorganic
cation transmembrane transporter
activity

17

1.84

3.55

4.74E-04

GO:0015078~hydrogen ion
transmembrane transporter activity

16

1.73

3.47

1.66E-03

GO:0022890~inorganic cation
transmembrane transporter activity

18

1.94

3.05

3.58E-03

Cluster 3

Enrichment Score: 7.13

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

!
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GO:0006091~generation of precursor
metabolites and energy

37

4.00

3.64

6.74E-12

GO:0015980~energy derivation by
oxidation of organic compounds

18

1.94

4.27

6.51E-06

GO:0045333~cellular respiration

17

1.84

4.21

2.79E-05

GO:0022900~electron transport chain

16

1.73

3.26

9.28E-03

GO:0055114~oxidation reduction

44

4.75

1.80

2.13E-02

electron transport

13

1.40

3.22

4.36E-02

Cluster 4

Enrichment Score: 4.89

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

ssc04260:Cardiac muscle contraction

20

2.16

3.58

2.30E-05

GO:0015077~monovalent inorganic
cation transmembrane transporter
activity

17

1.84

3.55

4.74E-04

GO:0015078~hydrogen ion
transmembrane transporter activity

16

1.73

3.47

1.66E-03

GO:0022890~inorganic cation
transmembrane transporter activity

18

1.94

3.05

3.58E-03

Cluster 5

Enrichment Score: 4.17

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0031980~mitochondrial lumen

13

1.40

4.05

1.06E-03

GO:0005759~mitochondrial matrix

13

1.40

4.05

1.06E-03

GO:0031974~membrane-enclosed
lumen

18

1.94

2.54

2.94E-02

Cluster 6

Enrichment Score: 3.86

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

!
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GO:0015980~energy derivation by
oxidation of organic compounds

18

1.94

4.27

6.51E-06

GO:0045333~cellular respiration

17

1.84

4.21

2.79E-05

ssc00020:Citrate cycle (TCA cycle)

12

1.30

4.43

1.12E-03

Cluster 7

Enrichment Score: 3.55

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0070469~respiratory chain

12

1.30

5.08

9.07E-05

GO:0006119~oxidative
phosphorylation

13

1.40

4.36

1.28E-03

oxidative phosphorylation

11

1.19

4.48

3.76E-03

respiratory chain

11

1.19

4.48

3.76E-03

GO:0022900~electron transport chain

16

1.73

3.26

9.28E-03

membrane-associated complex

10

1.08

4.07

3.69E-02

electron transport

13

1.40

3.22

4.36E-02

Cluster 8

Enrichment Score: 2.68

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0046034~ATP metabolic process

13

1.40

4.36

1.28E-03

GO:0006754~ATP biosynthetic
process

13

1.40

4.36

1.28E-03

GO:0022890~inorganic cation
transmembrane transporter activity

18

1.94

3.05

3.58E-03

GO:0009141~nucleoside triphosphate
metabolic process

13

1.40

3.90

7.43E-03

GO:0009142~nucleoside triphosphate
biosynthetic process

13

1.40

3.90

7.43E-03

GO:0009144~purine nucleoside
triphosphate metabolic process

13

1.40

3.90

7.43E-03
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GO:0009145~purine nucleoside
triphosphate biosynthetic process

13

1.40

3.90

7.43E-03

GO:0009205~purine ribonucleoside
triphosphate metabolic process

13

1.40

3.90

7.43E-03

GO:0009201~ribonucleoside
triphosphate biosynthetic process

13

1.40

3.90

7.43E-03

GO:0009206~purine ribonucleoside
triphosphate biosynthetic process

13

1.40

3.90

7.43E-03

GO:0009199~ribonucleoside
triphosphate metabolic process

13

1.40

3.90

7.43E-03

Enrichment
score:

Geometric mean (in 2log scale) of the nominal p-values (not shown) for each
GO category in a cluster.

Count:

Number of categories genes

%

Percentage of GO category genes

Fold
enrichment:

Fold Enrichment of genes in the blue modules compared to a background list.

P value:

Bonferroni corrected P-value for the enrichment of each GO category

!
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Supplemental Table 3. Up and downregulated gene clusters in the border zone compared to infarct core

Upregulated genes clusters in border zone

Cluster 1

Enrichment Score: 13.66

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0005739~mitochondrion

60

9.22

4.82

1.16E-30

GO:0044429~mitochondrial part

43

6.61

5.44

1.26E-23

mitochondrion

51

7.83

4.50

5.14E-22

ssc00190:Oxidative phosphorylation

40

6.14

5.85

5.31E-22

ssc05012:Parkinson's disease

39

5.99

5.25

7.04E-19

GO:0005740~mitochondrial envelope

31

4.76

5.56

1.92E-16

GO:0031966~mitochondrial membrane

29

4.45

5.59

2.78E-15

GO:0031967~organelle envelope

33

5.07

4.80

7.82E-15

GO:0031975~envelope

33

5.07

4.80

7.82E-15

ssc05016:Huntington's disease

36

5.53

4.30

1.87E-13

GO:0005743~mitochondrial inner
membrane

22

3.38

6.28

1.40E-12

GO:0019866~organelle inner membrane

22

3.38

6.28

1.40E-12

GO:0031090~organelle membrane

37

5.68

3.75

2.68E-12

ssc05010:Alzheimer's disease

33

5.07

3.50

4.70E-09

mitochondrion inner membrane

16

2.46

5.71

3.46E-07

ssc04260:Cardiac muscle contraction

18

2.76

4.36

8.15E-06

GO:0015078~hydrogen ion
transmembrane transporter activity

16

2.46

4.50

4.12E-05

GO:0015077~monovalent inorganic
cation transmembrane transporter activity

16

2.46

4.33

8.52E-05

!
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GO:0022890~inorganic cation
transmembrane transporter activity

17

2.61

3.74

4.53E-04

GO:0004129~cytochrome-c oxidase
activity

9

1.38

5.76

6.38E-03

GO:0016676~oxidoreductase activity,
acting on heme group of donors, oxygen
as acceptor

9

1.38

5.76

6.38E-03

GO:0016675~oxidoreductase activity,
acting on heme group of donors

9

1.38

5.76

6.38E-03

GO:0015002~heme-copper terminal
oxidase activity

9

1.38

5.76

6.38E-03

Cluster 2

Enrichment Score: 9.21

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0006091~generation of precursor
metabolites and energy

36

5.53

4.76

1.59E-15

GO:0015980~energy derivation by
oxidation of organic compounds

18

2.76

5.75

3.68E-08

GO:0045333~cellular respiration

17

2.61

5.66

2.17E-07

GO:0022900~electron transport chain

16

2.46

4.38

1.33E-04

GO:0055114~oxidation reduction

40

6.14

2.20

2.32E-04

electron transport

13

2.00

4.24

2.29E-03

Cluster 3

Enrichment Score: 7.13

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

transit peptide

25

3.84

4.68

7.86E-10

transit peptide:Mitochondrion

25

3.84

4.08

1.95E-08

GO:0031980~mitochondrial lumen

13

2.00

5.28

5.06E-05

GO:0005759~mitochondrial matrix

13

2.00

5.28

5.06E-05

GO:0031974~membrane-enclosed lumen

18

2.76

3.30

7.33E-04

17

2.61

3.20

2.51E-03

GO:0070013~intracellular organelle

!
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lumen
GO:0043233~organelle lumen

17

2.61

3.20

Cluster 4

Enrichment Score: 4.85

Term

Count %

2.51E-03

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0015980~energy derivation by
oxidation of organic compounds

18

2.76

5.75

3.68E-08

GO:0045333~cellular respiration

17

2.61

5.66

2.17E-07

ssc00020:Citrate cycle (TCA cycle)

11

1.69

5.49

5.39E-04

GO:0006732~coenzyme metabolic
process

12

1.84

4.60

4.36E-03

9

1.38

5.75

1.22E-02

12

1.84

4.18

1.44E-02

GO:0009060~aerobic respiration
GO:0051186~cofactor metabolic process

Cluster 5

Enrichment Score: 4.24

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0070469~respiratory chain

12

1.84

6.61

4.84E-06

GO:0022900~electron transport chain

16

2.46

4.38

1.33E-04

respiratory chain

11

1.69

5.89

2.49E-04

oxidative phosphorylation

11

1.69

5.89

2.49E-04

electron transport

13

2.00

4.24

2.29E-03

membrane-associated complex

10

1.54

5.35

3.44E-03

8

1.23

6.25

1.15E-02

13

2.00

3.61

1.78E-02

7

1.08

6.56

3.19E-02

GO:0016655~oxidoreductase activity,
acting on NADH or NADPH, quinone or
similar compound as acceptor
nad
ubiquinone

Cluster 6

Enrichment Score: 3.44

!
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Term
GO:0006119~oxidative phosphorylation

Count %
13

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni
2.00

5.86

Cluster 7

Enrichment Score: 2.64

Term

Count %

3.19E-05

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0046034~ATP metabolic process

11

1.69

4.96

5.20E-03

GO:0006754~ATP biosynthetic process

11

1.69

4.96

5.20E-03

GO:0045259~proton-transporting ATP
synthase complex

7

1.08

7.71

4.19E-03

Downregulated genes in Border vs AMI
Cluster 1

Enrichment Score: 2.64

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0005578~proteinaceous extracellular
matrix

18

2.55

2.67

1.37E-02

GO:0031012~extracellular matrix

18

2.55

2.60

2.01E-02

Cluster 2

Enrichment Score: 2.34

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

GO:0004197~cysteine-type
endopeptidase activity

11

1.56

3.92

2.94E-02

ssc04142:Lysosome

19

2.70

2.67

1.30E-02

Cluster 3

Enrichment Score: 2.32

Term

Count %

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni

ssc04514:Cell adhesion molecules
(CAMs)

22

3.12

2.46

1.14E-02

ssc04672:Intestinal immune network for
IgA production

15

2.13

3.07

1.75E-02

!
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ssc05416:Viral myocarditis

17

2.41

Cluster 4

Enrichment Score: 2.3

Term

Count %

signal peptide

Enrichment
score:
Count:
%
Fold
enrichment:
P value:

86

2.77

2.17E-02

Fold Enrichment Bonferroni
12.20

1.40

3.29E-02

Geometric mean (in 2log scale) of the nominal p-values (not shown) for each
GO category in a cluster.
Number of categories genes
Percentage of GO category genes
Fold Enrichment of genes in the blue modules compared to a background list.
Bonferroni corrected P-value for the enrichment of each GO category

!

5.#DISCUSSION#
!
First, our data show that NOGA®-derived electroanatomical mapping system is an precise
method to navigate well-directed intramyocardial therapy, which makes the NOGA®
orientation suitable for intramyocardial reparative substance delivery. Concerning the
magnitude of the transmural and non-transmural scarred tissues and myocardial regions with
perserved and diminished viability, the findings of NOGA® were similar to those of cMRI-LE.
However, the accurateness of the NOGA® images relies essentially on the quantity and
quality of the measured points used to create the 3D map. Troubles in reaching some areas
with the mapping catheter due to anatomical structures within the left ventricular cavity such
as the papillary muscles or episodes of ventricular tachyarrhythmias by way of touching
susceptible ischemic areas could lead to unsatisfactory sampling and imperfect mapping.
Intramyocardial injections of regenerative substances target the non-transmural infarcted
area or territories with diminished viability, or viable myocardium with reduced segmental wall
motion of the LV. Considering our data, both the unipolar and bipolar voltage maps revealed
broader zones of interest than cMRI, with an over-assessment of the infarct size by just
2.82% of the complete LV endocardial surface in unipolar voltage mapping, and by 6.82% of
the LV by bipolar mapping. These estimates seem acceptable for performing safe and
accurate ando-or intramyocardial procedures, considering that there is no general agreement
on definitions and cut-off values of viability and transmurality in the related literature, neither
for cMRI nor for NOGA® imaging. Also, regenerative material or cells transferred into the
region neighboring the non-transmural infarction hold a worthy chance of being retained,
remaining functional, and migrating to or even inside the ischemia affected zone, so that in
sum a broader area might be exposed for an effective and simoultaneously safe therapy.
The extent of unhealthy myocardial regions correlated well between the unipolar and bipolar
polar mapping images. Nevertheless, the extent of the myocardial infarction and the border
area derived from unipolar maps was systematically higher than the extent of the transmural
and non-transmural areas measured on the bipolar maps. Since the core infarction area may
include both transmural and non-transmural necrotic myocardial regions, the infarct core and
the border area (i.e. extension of infarction) do not automatically correspond to the
transmural and non-transmural ischemia (i.e. the infarction severity), which could explain our
observations.
Second, we showed that 3D NOGA-navigated injection of the novel regenerative therapy
APOSEC is definitively safe as well as feasible and effective. Intramyocardial therapy of
APOSEC was related to an increased density of capillaries and the homing of endogenous
stem cells of the c-kit+ type in the infarcted area and the neighboring zone of infarction,
!
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associated with a decrease of infarction size, and an enhancement of LV contractile function.
Parallel to these clinical relevant observations transcriptomics analysis revealed a
downregulation of genes involved in inflammatory and apoptotic pathways of the APOSECtreated heart tissue regions. The confirmation of altered gene expression by rtPCR indicated
enhanced expression levels of Mefc2 and a strong downregulation of caspase-3, an
apoptosis regulator.
In previous experiments we reported, that analogously to the secretome of MSCs,168
APOSEC contains anti-apoptotic and reparative substances that are able to promote
myocardial angiogenesis and repair.155,157 Regenerative cells used for cell-based therapies
that are supplied to the area of ischemia similarly generate various signaling molecules, for
example matrix proteins and anti-inflammatory and angiogenic factors. Nevertheless, the
response of the host myocardial tissue remains the crucial contributing factor for the attempt
of regenerating the ischemia-attacked myocardial tissue. Therefore we aimed to investigate
transcriptomics changes of the host myocardial tissue (i.e. ischemically injured myocardial
cells) following direct interaction with the intramyocardially delivered paracrine factors
(APOSEC). APOSEC was competent to induce durable transcriptomic alterations. It is critical
to note, that roughly 50% of the significantly downregulated genes, and none of the
significantly upregulated genes, are presently linked to known functions. The pathways
involving these genes could belong to metabolic, angiogenic, or myogenic functional clusters
that trigger synergistic reparative processes as proven by infarct size reduction and the
prevention of ventricular remodeling.
To the best of our knowledge, this report is the first describing transcriptomic analyses in
closed-chest MI with reperfusion and also the first report to portray molecular biological
alterations in remote and infarcted myocardial tissue and in the neighboring zone of
infarction. Our model led to the differential expression of 1,108 genes in the infarcted vs. the
remote myocardium and also to the identification of 873 genes with differential expression in
the border zone vs. the infarcted core. Until now, published data derive mostly from rodent
MI models, with heterogeneous results regarding the number and type of differentiallyexpressed genes. The analyses of remodeled ischemic myocardium after reperfused
myocardial infarction identified functional unimodal or bimodal genes with recognized
functions.169-175 Surgical ligation of the first or second diagonal vessels of LAD of mini-swine
and immediate injection of 50x106 bone marrow-originated multipotent progenitor cells led to
a distinct enhancement in EF (51.2% vs. 35.7%) and in a reduction of size of infarction (4.6%
vs. 8.6%) 4-month after cell-procedure in verum vs. placebo groups, respectively, yet without
engraftment of the cells.176 Transcriptomics analysis showed 11 upregulated and 41
downregulated genes in the cell injection group, with downregulation of inflammatory
!
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pathways, which the authors attributed to paracrine effect of the delivered cells; which data
underline and also confirm the importance of the cell-free therapy.

5.1.#Limitations#
While there are ongoing labors to use 3D fusion software to bring together information from
both 3D NOGA endocardial maps and cardiac MRIs, we overlaid the two images due to lack
of commercially accessible 3D MRI-NOGA software with fusion of the two images.
Furthermore we refrained from using the maps of the local linear shortening of the NOGA®
for allocation of the hibernating myocardium, which is can be distinguished by preserved
viability but reduced segmental wall motion,177 because of the lower precision of the method
and the reported discrepancies with cMRI regarding abnormalities in segmental wall
motion.165 Also, the usage of 2SD method of cMRI-LE might overrate the infarct size
compared to the 5SD or “full width at half maximum” (FWHM) method. In our experience, the
5SD analysis method is not superior in identifying the infarct size compared to the 2SD
approach, and there are reports that indicate a higher coefficient of correlation for the 2SD
mathod than the 5SD analysis.178
In the APOSEC study, locally performed intramyocardial injections of medium solution in the
control animals group, might affect gene expression compared to the placebo-treated
infarcted animals, which doesn´t allow an exact comparison of our “medium-solution-treated”
placebo control group with literature data in similar experiments. Moreover, myocardial
samples at day 60 were obtained through macroscopic identification of the injection site, a
procedure that is crucial to obtain valuable information. Technically, the localization of the
previously occluded LAD segment close to the origin of the second diagonal vessel and
identification of the border of the infarcted area turned out to be feasible. Correct sampling
was also underlined by confirmed differential gene expression of these samples.

5.2.#Conclusions##
NOGA mapping displayed a good congruency with the gold standard off-line method, namely
the cMRI-LE imaging. The NOGA® system could be profitable in patients in whom cMRI is
contraindicated and who need guided intramyocardial reparative therapy. 3D guided
injections of APOSEC with NOVA navigation proved to be safe, as well as feasible and
effective. APOSEC reduced the ventricular remodeling attributed to chronic myocardial
ischemia in a large animal model, that is clinically relevant. Particularly, APOSEC stimulated
long-lasting alterations in gene expression profiles that resulted in silencing of genes
involved in inflammation and apoptosis. Transcriptomics analysis identifies genes that might
represent novel targets for anti-remodeling as well as anti-ischemic therapy.
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